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Introduction
Surface transport in the ocean: a global problem with local implications
The surface layer of the sea plays a core role in a number of oceanic and
atmospheric processes. Water parcels, various substances and items located in this
layer are often strongly impacted by various drivers and forces and may be carried
by surface currents over great distances (Maximenko et al., 2012). In particular,
items and substances that are lighter than sea water may stay in the surface layer
for a long time and may be relocated, redistributed or mixed over the entire surface
of the World Ocean (Maximenko et al., 2013). The processes in the surface layer
thus serve as a connecting link between greatly different regions of the ocean
(Simpson et al., 2014).
On 11 March 2011, an earthquake with a magnitude of 9.0 on the Richter scale
took place off the coast of Sendai, Japan. The generated tsunami wave severely hit
the northern coastline of Honshu Island (Mori et al., 2011). It caused widespread
disaster on land and took the lives of more than 18 000 people (Yun and Hamada,
2014). When water was flowing back to the sea, it resulted in a large- scale
discharge of debris into the ocean (Lebreton and Borrero, 2013). At the time of the
event it was impossible to control or collect the flow of this debris and much of it
probably is still at sea. Part of the debris may have been pushed back to the coast
under the effect of winds, waves and currents. Some of it may have sunk to the
bottom of the ocean. A large part of the debris, however, was transported towards
the open ocean and may still be floating today. Some specific items crossed the
entire Pacific and reached the coasts of the U.S.A. within a year (Wilson et al.,
2012)
The processes of redistribution of mass, nutrients, heat or various items that
have been released to the sea by natural processes have been an intrinsic element of
the functioning of the entire Earth system for millions of years. Human activities
have added new and important constituents to this system. Some of them are
probably neutral for the environment but some may have massive adverse impact.
One of the largest concerns is the potential release of oil products into the marine
environment. In a different part of the world, in the Gulf of Finland in the Baltic
Sea, Finnish authorities have been monitoring the quantity and properties of oil
spills during the years. In 2012, 54 events of this type were recorded, 47 of which
were observed in the Finnish sea area1, six in Estonian waters and one in Swedish
waters. While the majority of these events were registered within coastal areas and
inside ports, aerial surveillance planes detected several spills nearby the major
shipping lanes. Although the magnitude and frequency of spills have been
gradually reduced, partially thanks to active legislation intervention, the typical
1

http://www.syke.fi/enUS/SYKE_Info/Communications_material/Press_releases/Number_of_oil_spills_reduced_
by_50_per_c%283374%29
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evolution and destiny of the resulting oil patches are still quite unclear (Soomere
and Quak, 2007; Delpeche-Ellmann, 2014; Viikmäe, 2014). Another kind of a
“ticking time bomb” is radioactive pollution that often has a tendency to stay in the
uppermost layer of the sea (Periáñez, 2004). An increased knowledge on this topic
is of great importance (Còzar et al., 2014).
These are just a few examples of the occurrences of floating matter being
released at sea, which possibly endanger or deeply affect the marine ecosystem. In
recent times the scientific community has paid increasing attention to the topic of
floating debris. Studies have been focused on a number of different direct
implications, such as the entanglement of marine mammals and other species
(Laist, 1997; Erikson and Burton, 2003) or the ingestion of debris by birds and
turtles (Bugoni and Krause, 2001; Cadee, 2002; Mallory, 2008). A closely related
challenge is the quantification of the immediate threat to marine safety created by
large dense patches of floating debris. Such patches of debris may also provide a
shelter for different species. For example, species that are characteristic of the
coastal waters of Japan may survive a trans-Pacific voyage towards the U.S. West
Coast (Barnes et al., 2009).
A notable type of floating pollution is plastic litter in the oceans, which has
been reported as early as in the 1970s (Carpenter et al., 1972; Carpenter and Smith,
1972; Colton and Knapp, 1974; Fowler, 1987; Coe and Rogers, 1996). Minuscule
fragments of plastic debris are found in the oceans worldwide. The major carriers
of their relocation are surface currents. It is well known that large quasi-stationary
currents such as the Gulf Stream in the Atlantic or Kuroshio in the Pacific carry
large water masses stemming from coastal areas across oceans to distances of many
thousands of kilometres. The impact of ocean currents renders the problem of
propagation and fate of debris and pollution to a fairly general and intrinsically
global one. Various items and substances found in the surface layer are often
carried to very remote locations also over such areas that do not host strong jet-like
currents (Froyland et al., 2014). For example, debris originating from various parts
of South America is often found on beaches of remote Pacific Islands (Richards,
2011). Extensive transport may also occur in sea areas such as the Gulf of Finland
where surface currents are often interpreted as highly chaotic (Soomere et al.,
2011; Delpeche-Ellmann, 2014). This importance of the related effects and the
necessity to understand the associated mechanisms have been reflected, for
example, by defining the topic of floating pollution as a high-priority research area
in marine biology (Derraik, 2002; Page and McKenzie, 2004).
The described material suggests that the knowledge of fundamental features of
debris and pollution behaviour, fate of various items and impacts of these on the
marine environment is crucial for sustainable management of vulnerable sea areas.
It plays a key role not only in terms of a better understanding of the environmental
responses to pollutants but also for the development of efficient prevention
measures. Despite the research efforts done so far, this knowledge is still generally
sparse and many factors are yet to be taken into account (Andrady, 2011; Schilling
and Zessner, 2011; Froyland et al., 2014).
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Heterogeneity and patchiness of water masses
One of the most important questions is how and where dangerous concentrations of
various items or adverse impacts (e.g., harmful algal blooms, patches of
microplastics, etc.), frequently observed in natural conditions in the surface layer,
develop from seemingly favourable background conditions. The motion of
different substances within the ocean water column is governed by the threedimensional (3D) system of currents. Such motions generally result in the
spreading of initially closely located particles (Richardson, 1926; Ollitrault et al.,
2005). It is thus reasonable to assume that the concentration of different substances
is the largest near their release locations and that remote areas are likely affected by
much lower (and usually harmless) concentrations.
A fascinating ability of floating marine debris is that it may occasionally be
collected into high concentration areas. The most well-known such area is located
in the North Pacific Subtropical Convergence Zone and is sometimes referred to as
the Great Pacific Ocean Garbage Patch (Pichel, 2007). Therefore, even remote
offshore locations are not immune from the implications related to high
concentrations of pollution or litter in the surface layer.
Similarly, the water masses in the World Ocean are often highly heterogeneous,
whereas variations in their properties occur over a wide range of temporal and
spatial scales. Several variations in different biogeochemical variables (such as
salinity or temperature) are an intrinsic part of the functioning of the entire ocean,
while variations in the availability of, e.g., nutrients, oxygen or optically active
substances are decisive for the marine ecosystem.
This intrinsic feature of the ocean is discussed from the viewpoint of the thesis
in Paper IV. A localized increase or decrease in the concentration of any of the
listed items or substances from ambient levels is commonly referred to as a patch
in the literature. The presence of patches is sometimes termed patchness (Brentnall
et al., 2003) or more frequently patchiness (e.g., Kononen et al., 1992; Levin,
1994; Grünbaum, 2012). This property is not just a feature of the marine
environment (Kononen et al., 1992; Granskog et al., 2005). More importantly, it is
also a principal driver of interactions between the physical variables and living
organisms and in this way serves as a fundamental support of the marine ecosystem
(Levin et al., 2001; Chelton et al., 2011; Gruber et al., 2011; Grünbaum, 2012).
The property of patchiness is not always positive for the marine life. Some of
the variations in the properties of water masses support the life (e.g., by providing
more oxygen or light), while others (such as pollution or marine litter) may lead to
degradation of life in the sea. It is well known that patches of various substances
(e.g., oil or chemical or radioactive pollution) may totally destroy the ecosystem
(Kachel, 2008), while other (naturally generated) patches, such as those occurring
during algal blooms, are highly inconvenient for the users of the sea and coasts.
A multitude of natural mechanisms may create patches of different magnitude
and extension in the open ocean (Paper IV). The list of such mechanisms includes
(but is not limited to) mesoscale eddies (Samuelsen et al., 2012), upwelling and
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downwelling phenomena, the internal dynamics of the ocean currents, the impact
of surface and internal waves (Kahru, 1983; Lennert-Cody and Franks, 2002), or
interplay between waves and currents (e.g., Powell and Okubo, 1994; Leichter et
al., 2005; Vucelja et al., 2007). This pool of natural mechanisms and drivers also
involves the situations when a horizontal density gradient is present (Burchard et
al., 2008) and processes created within the classical estuarine circulation (Burchard
et al., 2004). On smaller scales and mostly acting on the sea surface, Langmuir
circulation often collects various items floating on the sea surface (called surface
floats below) into long windrows (Alldredge et al., 2002; Dethleff et al., 2009;
Thorpe, 2009; Akan et al., 2013).
The interaction of physical and chemical fields with biological activity may lead
to other types of patch generation (Paper IV). For example, algal blooms are
typical examples of “hot spots” of bioproduction (Strass, 1992; Calil and Richards,
2010). In some occasions the ocean environment functions as an excitable medium
(Brentnall et al., 2003). In such environments the signal or wave (e.g., a forest fire
in the mainland) may propagate through the medium only once, after which the
environment cannot support the passing of a similar signal for some time.
The nearshore area is usually particularly rich in patches. Inhomogeneities of
different magnitude and extension are often created as filaments of almost fresh
water near river mouths, via differential heating by the Sun or resuspension of
bottom sediments owing to wave impact (Abraham, 1998). In particular, filament
generation in quasi-two-dimensional velocity fields (Held et al., 1995) naturally
leads to an extremely complicated spatial structure of concentrations of various
properties (Kalda, 2000). This process often causes local accumulation of particles
that are locked in the surface layer and is frequently responsible for well-defined
turbidity maxima.
In the recent past various human activities (e.g., dredging, dumping, land
reclamation or aquafarming) have been responsible for an increasing number of
patches with mostly negative impact on the ecosystem. Such patches are often
generated on the sea surface or in the coastal areas through river discharge of
nutrients and chemicals, or release of oil. Quite recently, patches of turbidity
resulting from dredging (Erftemeijer and Robin Lewis, 2006), deep-water trawling
(Martin et al., 2008) and mining (Jankowski et al., 1996) or deep-water oil
discharges from pipelines (Burgherr, 2007) or platforms (Klemas, 2010; Liu et al.,
2011) have become a part of the functioning of the ocean.
The focus in this thesis is on items and substances (such as the mentioned oil
pollution or (micro)plastic debris (Cole et al., 2011)) that are locked at or near the
sea surface. Their behaviour (as well as the behaviour of the entire surface layer) is
additionally modified by the impact of wind and waves. The resulting relocation of
items and substances mostly mimics the behaviour of the wind and wave patterns,
which can be replicated (forecast or hindcast) with a reasonable accuracy (Ardhuin
et al., 2009). Since spatial variations in the properties of these factors are often
fairly limited, the induced transport in open sea areas normally does not cause
substantial changes in the concentration of different substances in the surface layer.
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Although surface wave fields usually do not lead to changes in concentrations in
the surface layer, extreme events of edge waves (Averbukh et al., 2014) may affect
surfactant films and substances (e.g., litter, biomass) which are either locked onto
the surface or freely moving within the uppermost layer.

Velocity fields naturally generate patches at the sea surface
An often overlooked driver of the patch formation is a system of 3D motions in the
water column, underlying a two-dimensional (2D) field of substances which are
concentrated in the surface layer or locked at the surface (Lee, 2010; Froyland et
al., 2014). Such a layered structure in which the uppermost layer has limited
interaction with the underlying layers often occurs in strongly stratified
environments. For example, buoyancy effects keep substances and contaminants in
the relatively fresh surface layer in microtidal shelf areas near large river mouths.
In such occasions convergence or divergence of the (velocity field of) local
currents in the surface layer (of possibly varying thickness) may result in extensive
contraction or expansion of the surface layer (Paper III).
The convergence and divergence regions are usually very variable and thus
normally not able to produce extensive patches (understood here as changes in the
concentrations) of floats or substances locked in the surface layer of the sea. A
generalization of the notion of divergence is the concept of (flow) compressibility
of the velocity field (Section 1.1). If the velocity field in a particular layer of the
3D environment exhibits high compressibility, the formation of high-concentration
regions of passive tracers is likely (De Pietro et al., 2014). This phenomenon, if
occurring in the surface layer, intrinsically leads to certain changes in the total
amount of the items or substances in question per unit of surface. The “ability” of
certain marine areas to serve as a gathering place of floating debris (Pichel et al.,
2007) is often a direct result of this mechanism.
The definition of the classical measure of flow compressibility of the velocity
field (Section 1.1) relies on instantaneous properties of the flow field and does not
take into account the history of motions. In reality, the history of interactions
between the divergence field and the Lagrangian transport of parcels of the
medium plays a large role in the gathering of floating particles into clusters
(Samuelsen et al., 2012). As discussed in Papers I and III, it is likely that the most
systematic and rapid, effectively spontaneous formation of patches occurs when a
localized convergence zone moves together with the surface current (Samuelsen et
al., 2012). This process is, in essence, a mirror phenomenon of a transient
upwelling (Fennel et al., 2010). Very little is known about its qualitative and
quantitative details, although this and similar mechanisms (often associated with
so-called basins of attraction, Froyland et al., 2014) are frequently active in
strongly stratified environments.
Many strong and long-living divergence and convergence zones are formed due
to the interaction of marine currents and internal waves with coasts or with a
sloping bottom. The presence of such zones is a frequent feature in semi-enclosed
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seas that host highly variable forcing patterns and a complicated regime of
currents. The typical consequences of the presence of such zones are upwelling and
downwelling phenomena (Leppäranta and Myrberg, 2009). The focus of this study
is on the Baltic Sea (Figure 1) which is famous for the complexity of its dynamics,
including the frequent presence of up- and downwellings (Myrberg and Andrejev,
2003; Lehmann et al., 2012).
The field of currents (incl. surface currents) is particularly complicated in the
Gulf of Finland (Figure 1), an elongated basin in the easternmost part of the Baltic
Sea. Similarly to the rest of this sea, the system of currents in this gulf often
contains a substantial vertical component (Alenius et al., 1998; Andrejev et al.,
2004) that becomes evident in the form of frequent up- and downwellings
(Myrberg and Andrejev, 2003). This gulf is thus a likely place for frequent patch
generation.
The resulting sea surface temperature fronts (Kahru et al., 1995) are typically
aligned to the coast or the isobaths. If a convergence zone, either stationary or

Figure 1. Bathymetry and geometry of the Baltic Sea and the Gulf of Finland (Paper IV).
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moving together with water masses, affects a certain sea area, the result usually is a
downwelling. Compared with the massive pool of information about upwellings
(e.g., Myrberg and Andrejev, 2003; Lehmann et al., 2012), the research into
downwellings has been very limited (Kowalewski and Ostrowski, 2005; Golenko
and Golenko, 2012). A possible reason is that an upwelling can be easily
quantified, e.g., from the sea surface temperature (Myrberg and Andrejev, 2003;
Lehmann et al., 2012) or from consequences to the biological fields (Uiboupin et
al., 2012) but identification of a downwelling often requires measurements in the
water column that are costly and time-consuming. As a result, most of the existing
means of remote detection of downwellings are implicit and not particularly
reliable (Chubarenko, 2010). The analysis of the history of the divergence field
eventually provides a more reliable option to identify and predict downwellings,
and to build their climatology.
In this thesis, I employ the concept of finite-time compressibility (FTC, Paper I)
to identify and quantify the joint impact of convergence of the surface velocity
field and the underlying current (more generally, the Lagrangian transport). The
major assumption is that the strongest changes in the surface concentrations occur
if the relocation of a convergence area is synchronized with the surface current.
The introduction of the FTC as an extension of the classical measure of flow
compressibility of velocity fields makes it possible to systematically quantify the
joint impact of such synchronization on the concentration of floats. High values of
FTC reflect a match between convergence fields that move along the sea surface
and the Lagrangian transport in the surface layer (Samuelsen et al., 2012). The
calculation of FTC integrates a certain segment of the history of the surface flow
and thus takes into account long-term correlations between an emerging patch, its
Lagrangian transport and the displacement of the convergence field.
Both experimental and numerical results indicate that the time correlations
(which are always present for real hydrodynamic flows) can either inhibit or
catalyse the process of rapid clustering of various floats (Boffetta et al., 2004;
Samuelsen et al., 2012). This phenomenon is equivalent to a rapid increase in the
concentrations of surface floats, equivalently, to spontaneous formation of patches
of these floats. Importantly, certain sufficiently large values of FTC (that exceed a
certain threshold) are equivalent to the levels of the classical flow compressibility
at which rapid clustering of items floating on the sea surface may occur (Papers I
and IV).
Based on this parallel and using the concept of FTC, I study the appearance,
magnitude, persistence and seasonal variations of areas that regularly exhibit
favourable conditions for a rapid increase in the surface concentrations of various
items and substances. The results shed light onto how various kinds of pollution,
adverse impacts or contaminants that are either floating on the sea surface or are
locked in the surface layer may spontaneously form patches of increased
concentrations.
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The objectives and outline of the thesis
The analysis presented in this thesis demonstrates the existence of regions which
exhibit very high instantaneous values of FTC. Further inspection highlights areas
in the Gulf of Finland where such high values may regularly occur over certain
time intervals. Heuristically, such areas are expected to often host downwelling
events. During such events a certain amount of water parcels that originally reside
near the surface sink into deeper layers whereas lighter additives (debris,
microplastic, oil spills, polluted or nutrient-rich fresh water from rivers) remain in
the uppermost layer. This process naturally leads to an increase in the
concentration of additives per unit of the sea area. It may be greatly augmented if
the classical flow compressibility or FTC exceeds a certain value, after which rapid
clustering of floats may be triggered (Falkovich et al., 2001). A major goal of the
analysis is to highlight the areas where augmentation of the clustering phenomenon
is frequent.
The main objectives of this thesis are as follows:
 to introduce an easily employable measure for quantifying the ability of
spontaneous formation of high concentrations of various items and
substances in the surface layer;
 to relate the properties of this measure with those of the classical measures
of compressibility of the velocity field;
 to verify whether this measure is applicable to the analysis of properties of
surface flows in semi-enclosed seas hosting complicated flow patterns such
as the Gulf of Finland, the Baltic Sea;
 to identify areas of enhanced probability of spontaneous patch formation and
to provide a first-order estimate of their appearance pattern and persistency
in time and space.
To fulfil these objectives, Chapter 1 provides an insight into the efforts towards
a proper definition of a measure that is able to systematically quantify the
likelihood of patch formation in a formal manner. The formation of patches,
heuristically, means that the distance between single parcels decreases. This
process is generally characteristic of the phenomenon of compressibility and can be
quantified as a change in the concentration of some items owing to the relative
volume change of the environment. As sea water is an almost incompressible
medium, the classical notion of compressibility is not applicable for the described
purposes. A feasible solution, described in Chapter 1, is to employ a measure of the
so-called flow compressibility of the “volume” of velocities of water parcels at the
sea surface. This measure is a natural generalization of the divergence or
convergence of the flow field.
The central concept addressed in this thesis is an extension of the classical flow
compressibility. This relevant measure of FTC is defined based on tracking
changes in simple surface elements carried by surface currents during a certain
time interval and thus is able to take into account a part of the time history of
surface motions. Following Papers I and II, Chapter 1 presents a short insight into
16

how to frame such a measure in the landscape of existing measures and how to
elicit a direct relationship between the newly introduced measure and the classical
flow compressibility.
This theoretical framing is followed by a description of the study area in
Chapter 2. The test area is the Gulf of Finland (Figure 1) that hosts not only an
extremely complicated regime of surface currents but also frequent upwelling and
downwelling events. It is thus likely that large levels of classical flow
compressibility and FTC may occur in this water body and that spontaneous patch
generation is a frequent phenomenon. After a short insight into the major forcing
factors and known properties of the complex dynamics of the Gulf of Finland, an
introduction is provided about the main features of the employed Rossby Centre
Ocean model (Section 2.2) and OAAS circulation models (Section 2.3), together
with their forcing data and parameters of their output information, and about the
technique of replication of Lagrangian trajectories of passive floats or selected
water parcels at the sea surface. The material mostly follows the presentation in
Papers II and III.
Chapter 3 starts from a description of the specifically developed simulation
environment QTRAC. The simulations involve several measures for the spatial
quantification of the processes on the sea surface such as the divergence field, flow
compressibility and FTC. The calculations are based on the moderate resolution
(2 nautical miles and 6 h) velocity fields from the Rossby Centre Ocean model. A
few intermediate results detail the main steps on the way towards the identification
of those areas that may systematically host patch formation. The main outcome of
this chapter is a demonstration (presented in Papers III and IV) of the applicability
of the concept of FTC for providing interesting information about processes in the
surface layer of the Gulf of Finland.
Chapter 4 explores the idea that the most rapid patch formation is likely in areas
where flow compressibility or FTC exceed a certain threshold, after which floats
may start to cluster together (Falkovich et al., 2001). This possibility is associated
with a high likelihood for spontaneous patch formation. The relevant analysis is
carried out in Papers IV and V using velocity fields with a finer spatial resolution
of 1 nautical mile from the OAAS model. The qualitative and quantitative analysis
of the areas of large FTC addresses their location, temporal course, seasonal
variation and persistency.

Approbation of the results
The basic results described in this thesis have been presented by the author at the
following international conferences:
Giudici A., Soomere T. 2014. Finite-time compressibility as a measure of
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formation in the Gulf of Finland. Oral presentation at the 6th IEEE/OES Baltic
International Symposium (26–29 May 2014, Tallinn, Estonia).
Giudici A., Soomere T. 2014. Highly persisting patch formation areas and their
interannual variability in the Gulf of Finland. Oral presentation at the 2nd
International Conference on Climate Change – The Environmental and SocioEconomic Response in the Southern Baltic Region (12–15 May 2014, Szczecin,
Poland).
Giudici A., Soomere T. 2013. In search for the areas of natural patch generation
in the Gulf of Finland. Oral presentation at the 9th Baltic Sea Science Congress
(26–30 August 2013, Klaipėda, Lithuania).
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formation from velocity fields. Oral presentation at the 12th International Coastal
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Kalda J., Soomere T., Giudici A. 2011. Compressibility of the surface currents
created by nonlinear waves. Oral presentation at the 8th Baltic Sea Science
Congress (22–26 August 2011, St. Petersburg, Russian Federation).
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1. Flow compressibility of surface currents
The underlying idea of the analysis in this thesis is to link the potential of the
formation of patches on the sea surface with certain properties of surface currents.
When talking about patches, I have in mind any inhomogeneities (usually increased
concentrations) in initially homogeneous fields of various items and substances that
are locked in the surface layer of the sea. For simplicity, these items and substances
are at times called passive tracers.
A change in the concentration of tracers on the sea surface can be characterized
in terms of the relative volume change of the water mass that contains a fixed
amount of tracers. An increase in the concentration of tracers is a natural outcome
of a converging flow or a compression of the medium. As sea water is an almost
incompressible medium, the classical notion of compressibility as a measure of the
relative volume change of a fluid as a response to pressure variations cannot be
used to quantify these changes. For this reason, these changes are commonly
expressed by means of the compressibility of the “volume” of velocities of water
parcels. This quantity, called flow compressibility, relies on the instantaneous
difference between the motion of water particles and tracers (Falkovich et al.,
2001) and is a natural generalization of the divergence or convergence of the flow
field. The central quantity addressed in this thesis is the finite-time flow
compressibility (FTC), an extension of the concept of flow compressibility that is
able to take into account a part of the time history of surface motions.
The presentation in this chapter largely follows Papers I and II. It starts from a
formal definition of the flow compressibility, followed by a discussion of its
properties in the surface layer of seas and oceans (Sections 1.1 and 1.2). Section
1.3 introduces the generalization of this measure that is able to take into account
some parts of the time history of the flow and Section 1.4 analyses the
interrelations between these two measures.

1.1. Divergence of velocity and flow compressibility
The “ability” of the field of various substances and items on the sea surface to
exhibit extensive variations in the concentration (or to gather into patches) is one of
the most important factors which control the behaviour of pollution and other
adverse impacts. In extreme situations this ability may naturally lead to the
formation of high concentrations in different adverse impacts or marine litter. This
feature expresses the potential of the compressibility of certain fields even if the
medium containing these substances or items (e.g., sea water) is almost
incompressible. The compressibility of the field of tracers is obviously connected
with various motions of water parcels. In essence, nonzero compressibility of this
field expresses the systematic difference between the relocation of water parcels
and substances or items in question. For example, if water parcels dive during a
downwelling event, items floating on the sea surface cannot follow the vertical
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motions. They are carried by water to the region of downwelling and naturally
gather there.
The described difference in the velocities of water parcels and buoyant tracers
can be characterized using so-called flow compressibility. Importantly, this
measure exclusively characterizes the velocity field of the medium, equivalently,
the motion of water particles. It is thus substantially different from the common
concept of compressibility of the medium (sea water or air) that is understood as a
measure of the relative volume change. For simplicity, I use the term flow
compressibility (of the sea surface) as a synonym to the flow compressibility of the
field of surface velocities.
This measure is often used to characterize the generation of inhomogeneities in
various environments (Falkovich et al., 2001). Inhomogeneities are naturally
produced if the surface flow has nonzero divergence (or convergence). Since the
total surface of an enclosed sea area does not significantly change in time, the
average flow divergence over the entire sea surface is almost zero. This assertion
has been validated in Paper III for the Gulf of Finland (Figure 1). The magnitude of
average flow divergence thus provides an implicit way to judge to a certain degree
over the correctness of the calculations of the divergence and its generalizations
from discrete velocity fields.
Figure 2 presents the average divergence over the entire Gulf of Finland and
calculated over a set of 4 h long time slices (Section 2.2). The maximum absolute
values of divergence reach 0.8 1/s in single locations of the gulf. However, the
average divergence over the entire surface of this gulf has typical values of the
order of 0.01 1/s for single calendar days throughout the year 1991 (Figure 2). Such
small values signal that the implementation of the calculations (Chapter 2) is
reliable and that the velocity fields used in the study are, technically, adequate for
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Figure 2. Divergence of the 2D flow on the sea surface, integrated over the entire Gulf of
Finland in 1991 (Paper III). The underlying simulations have been performed using the
Rossby Centre Ocean model with a resolution of 2 nautical miles (Section 2.2).
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the purposes of this thesis.
Part of the small variations in the overall average divergence apparently reflect
inaccuracies of the discrete approximation of the velocity field. Some variations,
however, may also reflect the surface water exchange between the Gulf of Finland
(over which the divergence is calculated) and the rest of the Baltic Sea. The mostly
positive values and the overall annual average of 0.0025 1/s seemingly reflect the
excess of freshwater inflow in this area (Leppäranta and Myrberg, 2009). Some
negative values are explained with a surface water inflow owing to specific wind
events.
There is a certain asymmetry between the contraction and expansion of the
water surface. Floating substances tend to spend more time in contracting regions
than in expanding ones. The expanding flows tend to push substances away from
their virtual centres, while contracting ones tend to attract and keep such
substances within their areas of influence. This simple asymmetry generally gives
rise to a certain inhomogeneity in the concentrations of substances or items in
flows with nonzero divergence.
The classical definition of flow compressibility is based on the fundamental
theorem of vector calculus, Helmholtz's theorem (Bladel, 1959). It states that any
sufficiently smooth (in terms of the existence of derivatives) and reasonably
rapidly decaying vector field v (whose velocity values decrease in all directions)
can be expressed
as the sum of an irrotational (curl-free, also called potential)

vector field U   (where
potential) and a solenoidal (divergence
  is a scalar
free) vector field V    (where  is a vector potential):


(1)
v      .
This way of separating the components of a velocity field is known as the
Helmholtz decomposition.
The water mass in the ocean is limited in space and the local changes in its
velocities are limited by viscosity. Therefore, virtually every realistic field of
motions in the ocean is, formally, defined everywhere in space, has smooth secondorder derivatives and definitely vanishes at infinity together with its first
derivatives. Consequently,
it can be decomposed,
to a first approximation, into its


solenoidal V    and potential U   components. These components have
zero divergence and curl, respectively.
The flow compressibility Cc is defined as the relative weight of the divergence
of the irrotational component U  of the velocity field (Falkovich et al., 2001).
In 2D environment the potential  is a scalar and

Cc 

 2
 2   2

.

(2)

A fully solenoidal flow has compressibility C c  0 and a purely potential flow has
compressibility C c  1 . Therefore, the flow compressibility is a naturally
normalized generalization of the divergence of this flow.
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Another widely used definition of flow compressibility expresses this measure
directly from the properties of the vector field of velocity as the ratio of the squared
velocity divergence to the squared norm of the velocity gradient tensor (Falkovich
et al., 2001):
div v 2
.
C2 
(3)
2
vi x j


Here v  v1 , v2 , v3  is the velocity field,  x1 , x2 , x3  are spatial coordinates and
i, j  1,2,3 .
The two measures Cc and C2 appear to be the same if the vector field is
bounded in the entire (e.g., very large but still finite) domain. This assumption is
intuitively obvious in the marine environment where the velocities of single water
parcels are always finite. Technically, this assertion guarantees that the velocity
values do not grow indefinitely in any location even infinitely far from the area of
interest, and that we can neglect the contributions from the boundary, when
integrating by parts.
To show that these two definitions (Eq. (2) and Eq. (3)) are equivalent under
this assumption, it is convenient to express first the divergence of the vector field

v in terms of its potential component. I restrict this derivation to the 2D case for
simplicity, but it can be extended to an arbitrary number of dimensions (Falkovich
et al., 2001). In this case the spatial coordinates are  x, y  , the velocity can be
expressed as v  u , v  and the numerator in Eq. (3) can be expressed as follows:
(4)
div v 2   xx   yy 2   2 ,





where the subscript has the meaning of partial derivative along the respective
coordinate axis. The operator of averaging in Eqs. (2)–(4) has the meaning of
averaging both over space and over an ensemble of different realizations of the
vector field. The order is arbitrary, so the space average can be addressed first. For
the finite ocean it is sufficient to integrate over the entire surface and to divide the
result by the surface area.
The denominator of Eq. (3) can also be
 rewritten in terms of potential and
solenoidal components of the velocity field v  u , v  :

vi x j
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(5)

 

 2  yy xy   xy

2

.

From the right hand side of Eq. (5), the additives 2  xx xy and  2  xy xx , and
2  xy yy and  2  yy xy , have opposite signs and cancel out pairwise when
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integrating by parts. Collecting together the equivalent terms and integrating by
parts yields

vi x j

2

2
2
2
2
  xx
 2 xx yy   yy
  xx
 2 xx yy   yy
      .
2

2

(6)

Comparison of Eqs. (4) and (6) with Eq. (2) reveals that C 2 C c under the
discussed assumption.

1.2. Compressibility of velocity fields in the ocean
Three-dimensional geophysical flows in the atmosphere and in the ocean (as well
as the flows in lakes and rivers) are usually almost incompressible in this context.
The situation is often completely different for 2D slices of the medium (De Pietro
et al., 2014). As described above, the 3D motions of water parcels may be
considerably different from the motions of items that are locked on the surface. As
a consequence, the average flow compressibility of a 2D velocity field on the sea
surface may largely exceed the analogous values for the overall 3D motion. In
other words, nonzero flow compressibility is characteristic of many examples of
2D velocity fields that consist of horizontal components of water parcels at the sea
surface.
A 2D velocity field that characterizes velocities averaged over a certain surface
layer can be compressible even when water particles, initially located at the
surface, are confined to stay at the surface. This is also the case in a discrete
representation of circulation patterns in numerical ocean models. For example, the
free-slip surface of fully turbulent water volumes is characterized by Cc  0.5
(Schumacher and Eckhardt, 2002). This observation suggests that flow
compressibility (the compressibility of the sea surface) can be interpreted as an
indicator of the impact of 3D motions on the concentrations of different substances
at a particular location of the surface, equivalently, as a measure of the likelihood
of a marine surface region to host patch-formation processes.
As discussed in Papers I–III, different properties of the fluid motion and
associated transport of fluid parcels and various substances have been related to the
effects of flow compressibility within various theoretical and experimental
approaches (Falkovich et al., 2001; Boffetta et al., 2004; Cressman et al., 2004;
Kalda, 2007). An attempt is made in this thesis to clear up what role does flow
compressibility play in terms of affecting the marine environment.
The systematic formation of areas with higher or lower concentration of tracers
than the average one is possible only if the potential flow component dominates
(Falkovich et al., 2001). Moreover, the impact of the presence of large values of
flow compressibility may be highly augmented whenever its local values exceed a
certain threshold. This feature can be exemplified for so-called ideal Kraichnan
flows. This class denotes flows in 3D ideal fluids in which instantaneous velocities
form a random dynamical system (Kraichnan, 1968). Although this idealization
does not exactly replicate the properties of realistic dynamics of seas and oceans, it
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is often used as a convenient (accessible to an exact analysis) and rich in content
framework to study fundamentals of ocean motions (Chetrite et al., 2007). This
definition implies that the local properties of ideal Kraichnan flows do not depend
on the history of the flow. Mathematically, it means that such flows are deltacorrelated in time.
The analysis of the behaviour of such flows has shown that nonzero values of
flow compressibility can dramatically affect the behaviour of the floating particles.
Namely, extensive formation of clusters and development of fractal structures (Bec
et al., 2004; Perlekar et al., 2010) may occur when the flow compressibility
exceeds a certain threshold. If the flow contains a large number of items floating on
the surface, enhanced formation of clusters (equivalently, an increase in the
relevant concentration) may occur if the flow compressibility exceeds the critical
value of Cc  0.5 (Falkovich et al., 2001). The highest values of flow
compressibility at the sea surface can thus be naturally associated with areas prone
to spontaneous development of patches of floating matter.
Offshore areas systematically showing values Cc  0.5 on the sea surface are
good candidates in terms of regions of reduced risk of pollution transport towards
the coasts (Soomere et al., 2010). Such areas implicitly attract various items and
substances that are located in the surface layer (Froyland et al., 2014).
Environmental management policies could potentially benefit from both the
decreased probability of coastal hits by current-driven adverse impacts released in
such regions and the increased propagation time of adverse impacts originating
from such patch-gathering areas (Soomere and Quak, 2013).
As 3D ocean flows are usually almost incompressible in this framework (Fine
and Millero, 1973), they are incapable of producing favourable conditions for the
formation of clusters. The impact of linear and weakly nonlinear surface waves
also does not contribute to flow compressibility because an increase in the values
of Cc owing to surface wave trains is almost negligible in the marine environment
(Vucelja et al., 2007). It is, however, likely that specific edge wave events may still
contribute to the patch-formation process (Averbukh et al., 2014).
A notable exception which may show significant levels of flow compressibility
is the marine surface layer. This part of the marine environment often hosts an
almost 2D velocity field. Surface currents often have a very low level of
persistency (Andrejev et al., 2004) and the related velocity field therefore can be
interpreted as a Kraichnan flow. The specific feature of this uppermost layer of the
sea that allows large values of Cc is the capacity of the water particles located at
the surface to dive into the third, vertical dimension (Garrison, 2011). Such
motions are intrinsic to upwelling or downwelling phenomena that are frequent in
the Baltic Sea (Lehmann et al., 2012). Importantly, these processes leave the floats
locked onto the surface and evidently are able to modify their local concentrations.
An increase in the concentration is likely to occur in the downwelling regions and a
decrease in the upwelling areas.
For this reason, the average flow compressibility of such a 2D velocity field at
the sea surface may largely exceed the similar values related to the overall 3D
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motion. The underlying mechanism could then explain, at least partially, the
process of development of patches of floating substances in the marine
environment. It is important to emphasize the role of 3D effects on the large values
of Cc . Since mesoscale (see Cushman-Roisin and Beckers, 2011) and large-scale
flows in marine environments are often quasi-2D (Rhines, 1979; Kraichnan and
Montgomery, 1980), the observed “large-scale” values of flow compressibility at
the surface are usually relatively low.

1.3. Finite-time compressibility
The practical evaluation of flow compressibility discussed in Sections 1.1 and 1.2
is fairly complicated as it is necessary to perform averaging over the entire area
filled by the fluid and possibly over many realizations. It is thus desirable to
introduce a measure that would be similarly able to quantify the likelihood of the
patch-formation process but would also be able to evaluate this likelihood based on
certain local quantities (or at least on a set of quantities in a limited sea area). This
quantity should also include some part of the history of the motions (equivalently,
finite-time correlations within the velocity field) that may enhance the patchgeneration process (Samuelsen et al., 2012). The goal is to have a measure which is
directly linked with the physical formation of patches and allows for an easy
calculation starting from simulated or experimental data.
The main idea of the modification of the concept of flow compressibility, first
introduced in Paper I, is to relate finite-time changes in the material volumes (2D
surface areas overlying 3D circulation) with those in the distance that separates
material parcels. This modification accounts for certain amount of finite-time
correlations and is consistent with the existing measure of flow compressibility as
it coincides with it at the limit of infinitesimally small time windows and
Kraichnan flows (Paper I). Moreover, it is designed in such a way that its values
are directly related to the ability of a medium to gather the floats into patches.
The calculation of this modified measure, called finite-time compressibility
(FTC), is performed by tracking changes of small conveniently defined elements
on the sea surface. The technology developed in Paper I (and used in all papers
constituting the thesis) considers triangular elements (Figure 3). Specifically, let
x1t , y1t , x2t , y2t and x3t , y 3t be the coordinates of the vertices of an arbitrary



 







Figure 3. Scheme of the selection stencil of a triangular surface element and its evolution
through time.
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triangular element, at time instant t. Let us then consider the quantity of twice its
surface area St :











(7)

2 S t  x1t  x2t  x1t  x3t  y1t  y3t  y1t  y 2t .

The relative change in this quantity between two consecutive time instants t  1
and t is dSt  St  St 1  St .
The other constituents of the modified measure of flow compressibility are the
squared lengths of two arbitrary edges of the triangular element, say, At and Bt
(Figure 3):
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The relative change in these two measures between two consecutive time steps is
expressed as dAt   At  At 1  At and dBt  Bt  Bt 1  Bt . An estimate of FTC is
calculated from the following expression:

C ftc 

2dSrms
.
dArms  dBrms

(9)

The subscripts rms at the right-hand side of Eq. (9) have the meaning of root mean
square values of the relevant quantities:
dS rms 
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(10)

where i indicates a particular time step within the simulation.
The quantities in Eqs. (9) and (10) are usually calculated from a set of
instantaneous values of St , At and Bt over a realistic time interval. They are
therefore single samples of the “true” values of C ftc . It is however clear that under
the assumption that the input velocity field models a stochastic stationary process
(whose probability distribution does not change when shifted in time), the
lengthening of the sequence of instants involved into Eq. (9) and/or increasing the
number of realizations of the process would lead to even better estimates of the
values of C ftc .
From Eqs. (7)–(9) it follows that for a purely incompressible flow ( Cc  0 ), the
triangular elements’ surface areas remain unchanged between consecutive time
steps. Thus their relative change is zero dSrms  0 , and hence FTC would be
C ftc  0 as well, in the entire volume (or overlying the area) covered by such a
flow. In the opposite situation of a purely contracting or expanding flow, the
squared lengths of two of the edges of each triangular element would change with
the same relative rate as the element’s surface, therefore yielding C ftc  1 . This
value thus characterizes a purely compressible flow.
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1.4. Classical flow compressibility and finite-time compressibility
An explicit comparison of the measure of FTC (Eq. (9)) introduced in Section 1.3
and the classical flow compressibility Cc is provided in Paper I. The idea behind
the derivation is to replace the expressions dSrms and dArms  dBrms present in the
definition of FTC (Eq. (9)) in terms of the averaged velocities and the classical
flow compressibility.
The presentation in this section follows the material from Paper I. It is
convenient to provide the derivation using discrete representation of velocities of
floating water parcels. The resulting estimates of FTC may slightly deviate from
the theoretical ones owing to the use of finite-difference representation of the
velocity field. Doing so, however, follows the algorithm of numerical simulations
where the velocity vector field used in calculations is a discrete approximation of
the actual velocity field along the trajectory of the selected parcels. The relevant
details of the comparison for the case when only a finite set of trajectories of
tracers are available (and not the entire velocity field) are provided in Paper I.
The starting point is a single surface element carried and possibly deformed by
the velocity field at two infinitely close time instants t and t  1 (Figure 4)
separated by t . Let us consider the flux of the vector field of the velocity

v  u , v  through the contour of a chosen surface element. This flux is related to
the behaviour of the vector field inside that element by Ostrogradsky’s theorem:

(11)
S    v dt .



S

If the two time instants are infinitesimally close (Figure 4), it is safe to assume
that the floating element’s surface area does not chance significantly over t , and

therefore the integral in Eq. (11) can be approximated as  S    v S  t  . From
this relation it follows that

Figure 4. The distortion of a surface element by the velocity field at two infinitely close
time intervals. The translation of the element is ignored (Paper I).
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dS 


S

   v t or dS rms 2    v 2  t 2 ,
S

(12)

where the angle brackets denote the root mean square.
To express the sum dArms  dBrms in terms of discrete velocities, let us now
t t
consider a moving frame of reference  ,  , centred at the vertex x1 , y1 of the
triangular floating
(Figure 3). One of its axes, let it be ξ, is parallel to the
t element

t
t t
t
edge vector a3  x3  x1 , y3  y1 . In the coordinates  ,  vector a3 has
t
components LB ,0  and represents thelength a3  B  LB of the corresponding
edge. At the time instant t  1 , vector a3t 1 becomes

(13)
a3t 1  LB  U LB t , V LB t ,

where V  U ,V  is the velocity in the  ,   -coordinates. The change in the length
of this vector is therefore















 2  2  2
 a3   a3t 1  a3t  2U  L2B t ,

(14)



where the terms O t 2 have been ignored. If the averaging operator has the
meaning of calculation of the root mean square value over a number of short time
intervals, this construction leads to the following expression for
dBrms  d L2B  dB :
 2
 a3 
(15)
2
dBrms  d L2B 
 2  2U  t  2 U  t .
a3 

 

 

If the vector field of velocity is statistically isotropic, Eq. (15) can be reduced to

dBrms  2 U 2 t  2 u x2 t  2

v 2y t .

(16)

Similarly, it can be written:
(17)

dArms  2 u x2 t .


For the 2D motions the velocity field is v  u , v  and the flow compressibility
(expressed as the square ratio of the velocity divergence to the norm of the velocity
gradient tensor) is presented by Eq. (2):
Cc 

u
u x2



x

u 2y

 vy




v x2

2



v y2

.

(18)

Here subscripts indicate differentiation along the corresponding coordinate. As
demonstrated in Section 1.1 and Paper I, for ideal Kraichnan flows this definition
coincides with the classical one. Using the above-derived expressions for velocity
components, Eqs. (9) and (18) can be rewritten as
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.

(19)

Therefore, the classical flow compressibility and the FTC are interrelated as
follows:

C 2ftc



u x2  v y2
2 ux

2

(20)

Cc .

For ideal Kraichnan flows, in Eq. (20) the average velocity components can be
expressed in terms of Cc (Falkovich, 2001, Eq. (58)) as follows:
u x2  K 3  2C c   22C c  1  K 2C c  1 ,

v 2y

(21)

 K 3  2C c  .

Substituting Eq. (22) into Eq. (21) produces the following simple relationship in
which the constant K cancels out:
C 2ftc 

2C c
.
2C c  1

(22)

From this relationship it is clear that both measures Cc and C ftc simultaneously
tend to zero (Figure 5). At the critical threshold Cc  0.5 for the clustering process
to appear, the corresponding value of FTC is C ftc  1 / 2  0.7071 . For moderate
levels of compressibility in terms of Cc the values of FTC always exceed those of
classical flow compressibility ( C ftc  Cc ). The two measures only coincide for

Finite-time compressibility
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Figure 5. Finite-time compressibility C ftc as a function of classical flow compressibility
(Paper I).
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C ftc  Cc 

17  1
 0.781 .
4

(23)

For larger values of Cc , the measure of flow compressibility exceeds that of FTC.
When Cc  1 , FTC measures C ftc  2 / 3 . This implies that for
2 / 3  C ftc  1 there are no corresponding values of flow compressibility. It is,
however, straightforward to show a plausible set of conditions under which the
value of FTC may reach C ftc  1 . The classical flow compressibility, according to
the relationship expressed in Eq. (22), is not capable of properly describing such
situations.
Let us consider a triangular element, whose edges are perpendicular to each
other (Figure 3), and whose vertices are moving apart from each other alongside its
edges. Let the squared lengths of the edges A and B be respectively L2A and L2B at
time step t and L2A 1   2 and L2B 1   2 at time step t  1 , where  is an arbitrarily
small value. Furthermore, the measure of the surface area of the element is
S t  LALB at time step t and S t 1  LA LB 1   2 at time step t  1 . Therefore,
dS  2L2A and dA  dB  2L2A provided L A  L B . Substituting these values into
the definition of C ftc (Eq. (9)) gives

C ftc 

2 dS
dA  dB



2   2 
1.
 2  2
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2. Simulation of the dynamics of the Gulf of Finland
The test area addressed in this study is the Gulf of Finland in the eastern part of the
Baltic Sea (Figure 1). This water body hosts an extremely complicated regime of
currents (Alenius et al., 1998; Andrejev et al., 2004) and frequent upwelling and
downwelling (Myrberg and Andrejev, 2003). It is thus a likely place for large
levels of classical flow compressibility, FTC and spontaneous patch generation.
Section 2.1 provides a short insight into the major features of circulation and
surface dynamics of this water body.
The calculations of FTC performed in this thesis rely on the outcome of
contemporary ocean circulation models. The key input for the calculations is the
3D velocity data for the entire Gulf of Finland from two ocean models. Such fields,
calculated in a moderate resolution (2  2 nautical miles) for the years 1987–1991
at the Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute, using the Rossby Centre
Ocean (RCO) model, were made available in the framework of the BONUS+
BalticWay Cooperation (Soomere et al., 2014). The basic features of this model are
described in Section 2.2. This data set was used in the early stage of the presented
studies to check the applicability of the concept of FTC. As discussed in Paper III,
the time interval of 1987–1991 was chosen to make the results of this study
comparable with those obtained within the framework of studies of the
quantification of offshore areas in terms of their capacity to serve as sources of
environmental risk to the coastal areas due to current-induced transport of floating
pollution (Soomere et al., 2011; Delpeche-Ellmann, 2014; Viikmäe, 2014).
The resolution of 2  2 nautical miles (about 5.5  5.5 km) is considered
acceptable in terms of resolving mesoscale dynamics in the open part of the Baltic
Sea (Meier et al., 2003; Meier, 2007). Adequate modelling of the dynamics of the
Gulf of Finland requires a model with a better horizontal resolution. Velocity fields
with enhanced resolution of 1  1 nautical miles were calculated using the OAAS
model and kindly provided by Oleg Andrejev for the same years 1987–1991. The
main features of this model are presented in Section 2.3.
Throughout this work I employed surface velocity fields which were used
within two trajectory models (TRACMASS and QTRAC) to evaluate the transport
paths of water parcels and simulated floats. Section 2.4 provides a short overview
of these models.

2.1. Surface dynamics in the Baltic Sea and the Gulf of Finland
The Gulf of Finland is an elongated relatively shallow sub-basin (mean depth
around 37 m) in the eastern part of the Baltic Sea (Alenius et al., 1998; Soomere et
al., 2008; Leppäranta and Myrberg, 2009). This gulf has a length of about 400 km
and its width ranging from about 50 to 125 km. The gulf is a semi-enclosed water
body that has no sill between its waters and the central part of the Baltic Sea (called
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Baltic Proper). Therefore, the main atmospheric, hydrodynamic and oceanographic
driving forces of the gulf are essentially the same as for the Baltic Proper and the
circulation in the gulf experiences extensive impact from the open Baltic Sea.
As the analysis in this thesis addresses exclusively motions in the uppermost
layer, I present only a short introduction to the forcing factors and overall
properties of surface currents and leave out discussion of other hydrographic
properties of this gulf.
The atmospheric forcing in the northern Baltic Proper and in the Gulf of Finland
is highly variable on seasonal, interannual and decadal scales. The common
understanding is that the most frequent wind directions are south-west and northnorth-west (Soomere and Keevallik, 2003). A specific feature of the Gulf of
Finland is that the directions of the strongest winds do not necessarily coincide
with the most frequent wind directions. The reason is the mismatch of the geometry
of the Gulf of Finland (it is elongated in the east–west direction), so that the
predominant strong winds blow obliquely to this basin.
The wind conditions in the entire Baltic Sea show a strong seasonal variation.
The wind speed is usually strongest (monthly average 8–10 m/s, Niros et al., 2003)
in later autumn and winter (October–February) and weakest (5–6 m/s) in early
spring and summer (April–June). The predominant wind directions show a similar
but less clear seasonal pattern. The described variability naturally generates a
remarkable variability in the patterns of Lagrangian surface transport (Soomere et
al., 2011) and in the associated probabilities of transport of various items and
substances driven by surface currents (Andrejev et al., 2011).
Depending on the value of the so-called North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) index
(Visbeck et al., 2001), two different wind regimes may be present. In essence, this
index characterizes the intensity of westerlies in the entire region. If the NAO
index is positive, relatively mild westerly winds prevail. When this index is
negative, a substantial part of the winds blow from northerly and easterly directions
(Lehmann et al., 2002).
The key parameter that describes the typical size of mesoscale or synoptic
eddies is the so-called baroclinic or internal Rossby radius. Its values are about
10 km in the Baltic Proper and even smaller, a few kilometres in the Gulf of
Finland (Leppäranta and Myrberg, 2009). These values are by several times
smaller than in the open ocean (Cushman-Roisin and Beckers, 2011). This is one of
the reasons behind extensive variability and largely unordered nature of surface
currents in which the overall cyclonic circulation only becomes evident on average
(Lehmann et al., 2002). Small values of the Rossby radius make the modelling of
the dynamics of the Baltic Sea and especially of the Gulf of Finland a great
challenge. Namely, in order to resolve the impact of mesoscale eddies on currentdriven transport, the circulation model grid size should not exceed about 50% of
this radius (Myrberg and Soomere, 2013).
The presence of strong stratification substantially affects the dynamics of the
Baltic Sea and the Gulf of Finland. The deeper parts of both water bodies normally
have an almost permanent two-layer structure. Lighter water in the about 40–80 m
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thick surface layer is formed owing to river runoff and precipitation. More saline
and denser water partially stems from water inflow from the North Sea. As a result,
the atmospheric forcing directly affects the upper layer and only indirectly the
processes in the bottom layer. The vertical structure may be more complicated in
summer and early autumn when a well-mixed surface layer (typical thickness 15–
20 m) is formed (Leppäranta and Myrberg, 2009).
The described hydrographic features suggest that the motions in the uppermost
layer of the Baltic Sea and the Gulf of Finland are particularly strongly affected by
atmospheric forces. The presence of strong stratification in the deeper western part
of the gulf leads to the decoupling of the motions in the bottom layers from the
direct atmospheric forcing. The impact of winds often leads to Ekman transport in
the surface layer and drives coastal upwellings and downwellings (Lehmann et al.,
2012). Similarly to the Baltic Proper, the overall circulation scheme of the Gulf of
Finland water masses is quite complicated and contains many mesoscale features
(Andrejev et al., 2004). Numerical simulations suggest that the inflow into the gulf
is frequent along the southern (Estonian) coast of the gulf and outflow mostly
occurs adjacent to the northern (Finnish) coast. The idealized cyclonic circulation
pattern, characteristic of water bodies on the northern hemisphere, becomes evident
only as a long-term average (Myrberg and Soomere, 2013).
The circulation patterns may be radically different in different layers of the Gulf
of Finland (Andrejev et al., 2004). These patterns are most complicated in the
uppermost layer. According to numerical simulations (e.g., Andrejev et al., 2004),
a thin layer (0–2.5 m) on the sea surface is mainly wind-driven. The instantaneous
surface currents often represent Ekman-like drift and are usually deflected to the
right from the wind direction owing to Coriolis force. The typical current velocities
are 5–10 cm/s. As wind is often blowing obliquely with respect to the coast, upand downwellings frequently occur along the coast of the Gulf of Finland (Myrberg
and Andrejev, 2003).
Surface currents are highly variable in the entire Gulf of Finland. Their longterm directional persistency is between 6% and 26% (Leppäranta and Myrberg,
2009). Therefore, statistically, the surface-layer flow is fairly chaotic, particularly
in the central part of the gulf. This feature partially justifies the applicability of the
concept of ideal Kraichnan flows as the basic assumption in the derivation of the
measure of FTC. Another aspect of this feature is that most circulation studies of
the Gulf of Finland require some degree of averaging to highlight the mean or
residual flow and frequently repeating patterns. The resulting pattern may strongly
depend on the choice of the averaging interval (Delpeche-Ellmann, 2014).
Many authors emphasize that the mean circulation in the Gulf of Finland is not
a permanent feature and generally represents a statistical property of the flow
(Alenius et al., 1998; Myrberg and Soomere, 2013). Somewhat counter-intuitively,
Soomere et al. (2011) demonstrated that even an anticyclonic gyre may occur in the
central part of the gulf. This result once more underlines that the effect of the winddriven drift is of great importance in the surface layer of this water body.
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The presented features do not exclude the occurrence of certain regularly
occurring flow features and transport patterns at certain time scales. A frequently
considered time scale in the context of transport of various items on the sea surface
is the weekly scale (Delpeche-Ellmann, 2014; Viikmäe 2014). Recent studies have
indicated the frequent presence of surface current and transport patterns with a lifetime of about a week (Soomere et al., 2011). Their existence has a high potential
for the systematic transport of various substances and items on the sea surface and
thus serves as an important precondition, additionally to the frequent presence of
downwellings, for the formation of areas hosting high values of FTC.
As mentioned above, seasonal and interannual variations in the wind forcing
eventually have considerable impact on both local dynamical processes (such as
upwelling or downwelling) and patterns of transport (Myrberg and Andrejev, 2003;
Soomere et al., 2011). This seasonality becomes vividly evident in the radical
difference in the environmentally optimized fairways that minimize the possibility
of the transport of potential pollution from the major fairway to the coastal areas
(Murawsky and Woge Nielsen, 2013). It is likely that this variation gives also rise
to extensive seasonal and interannual variability of the level of FTC and the entire
potential for spontaneous patch formation in the uppermost layer of the Gulf of
Finland as discussed in Paper V.

2.2. The Rossby Centre Ocean model
The initial phase of the studies presented in this thesis (Papers I and III) was
performed based on velocity information calculated using a moderate resolution
version of the RCO model. As this model has been extensively described in the
scientific literature (see Meier and Höglund, 2013 for the set-up of the model in
detail) and was run in the Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute by
the authors of the model, I present here only a brief description of its basic features.
The presentation largely follows the material of Paper III. The information about
extensive validation of this model against measured data is provided in Meier et al.
(2003) and Meier (2007).
The RCO model is a 3D coupled ice-ocean model of the Baltic Sea based on socalled primitive equations. It is intended for simulating physical processes on a
wide range of scales, from hours to many decades. The main aim of its
development was to produce a tool for reliable analysis of the variability of the
marine climate in the Baltic Sea region (Meier, 1999; Meier et al., 2003).
The model depths are based on the so-called Warnemünde digital bottom
topography (Seifert et al., 2001). The resolution of the topography data set is 2ʹ
along longitudes and 1ʹ along latitudes. The model uses 41 vertical levels in zcoordinates (Meier et al., 2003; Meier, 2007). The thickness of the vertical layers
ranges from 3 m below the surface to 12 m at 250 m depth. The uppermost layer
includes depths in the range 0–3 m. It properly accounts for the region’s significant
driving forces (atmospheric conditions, forcing from boundary sea regions, river
discharge), for the underlying bathymetry, and it acceptably resolves the
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fundamental hydrodynamic processes in this basin (Meier et al., 2003; Meier,
2007).
The RCO model is, in essence, a variation of the Bryan–Cox–Semtner primitive
equation model following Webb et al. (1997), with free surface (Killworth et al.,
1991) and open boundary conditions (Stevens, 1991) in the northern Kattegat. In
case of outflow, it uses a modified Orlanski radiation condition (Orlanski, 1976). In
case of inflow, the temperature and salinity values at the boundaries are smoothed
towards observed climatological profiles. The sea level elevation at the boundary is
prescribed from hourly tide gauge data. The employed monthly river runoff data
originated from the Baltic Sea Experiment (BALTEX) Hydrological Data Centre
(BHDC) and SMHI (Bergström and Carlsson, 1994).
The model involves algorithms to replicate the most important dynamic
processes in the water column (Meier and Höglund, 2013). For example, subgridscale mixing (that is, processes that have scales smaller than the resolution of the
model) is parameterized using a turbulence closure scheme of the k–ε type. This
scheme is complemented with flux boundary conditions to include the effect of a
turbulence-enhanced layer due to breaking surface gravity waves (Meier, 2001). A
flux-corrected, monotonicity-preserving transport scheme following Gerdes et al.
(1991) is embedded. No explicit horizontal diffusion is applied. A time step
splitting scheme is used, with 150 s for the baroclinic and 15 s for the barotropic
timestep. The output is stored once in every 6 h.
The atmospheric forcing used to run the model is based on 3-hourly
observations of the sea level pressure, geostrophic wind components, 2 m air
temperature, 2 m relative humidity, precipitation, total cloudiness and sea level
pressure fields from a regionalization of the ERA-40 re-analysis (Uppala et al.,
2005) over Europe, using a regional atmosphere model with a horizontal resolution
of 25 km (Samuelsson et al., 2011). Data from all available synoptic stations (about
700 to 800) covering the entire Baltic Sea drainage basin were interpolated on a
regular horizontal grid. A boundary layer parameterization was utilized to calculate
wind speeds at 10 m height above sea level from the geostrophic wind data (Bumke
et al., 1998). Since the atmospheric model tends to underestimate wind speed
extremes, the wind regime is adjusted employing simulated gustiness to improve
the wind statistics (Samuelsson et al., 2011). The model is coupled with a Hiblertype sea ice model (Hibler, 1979) with elastic-viscous-plastic rheology. It does not
account for the roughness of the bottom surface of the ice cover (e.g., ridging).
While the model seems to resolve all the major dynamics of water masses in the
Baltic Proper, the gridded representation of the reality evidently does not replicate
perfectly all the multitude of processes in the Gulf of Finland. The biggest sources
of uncertainties are the inexact parameterizations of the subgrid-scale processes,
the inaccuracies of the forcing fields and the spatial resolution. The most
significant deviations from reality occur within the internal fields of water masses:
the main halocline is often found in the model at a greater height than the real one
(Meier, 2007), mixing during salt water inflow is not correctly described (Meier et
al., 2003) and the sea surface temperature is subject to sporadic computational
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noise (Löptien and Meier, 2011). All these deviations seem to be common to all the
contemporary circulation models employed in the Baltic Sea (Lagemaa et al.,
2011).
There is ongoing discussion whether the employed spatial resolution (about
2 nautical miles) is sufficient for the replication of the dynamic processes in the
Gulf of Finland, where typical values of the baroclinic Rossby radius are 2–4 km
(Alenius et al., 2003). Moreover, the output of the RCO model has a relatively
large bias for several Lagrangian properties of passive tracers (Kjellsson and Döös,
2012). It has been shown (Andrejev et al., 2011; Viikmäe et al., 2013) that many
important statistical properties of current-driven transport are almost invariant with
respect to the model resolution and with respect to a particular way of inclusion of
subgrid-scale processes. It is therefore acceptable to assume that the RCO model
replicates the major statistical properties of the Lagrangian transport in the area of
interest, as the effect of mesoscale motions is partially accounted for through
parameterization of the subgrid processes.

2.3. The OAAS circulation model
A reasonable way to improve the quality of numerical replication of the properties
of velocity fields and an implicit method to validate the results of calculations
performed using moderate-resolution data sets is to increase the resolution of the
ocean model. The results presented in Andrejev et al. (2011) suggest that the use of
spatial resolution of about 1 nautical mile is generally sufficient to appropriately
replicate the main features of statistics of Lagrangian transport in the Gulf of
Finland. This resolution is supposedly high enough to properly resolve most of the
mesoscale dynamics in the Gulf of Finland (Andrejev et al., 2010), which may
have been missed in lower-resolution models such as the RCO model.
More specifically, 2D surface velocity fields with a resolution of 1 nautical mile
were employed in the latter stage of this study. This data set was extracted from
long-term numerical simulations using the so-called OAAS hydrodynamic model.
The simulations were also performed within the framework of BONUS+
BalticWay cooperation and provided kindly by the authors of the model. The
OAAS model is named after Oleg Andrejev and Aleksander Sokolov (Andrejev
and Sokolov, 1989, 1990). This model, according to the comments of the authors,
was developed specifically for use in basins with complicated bathymetry and
hydrography, such as the Gulf of Finland. It has shown excellent results in
replication of the local dynamics of this water body (Gästgifvars et al., 2006). As
the model was run by the authors and its extensive description is available in the
scientific literature (e.g., Andrejev et al., 2010), I describe only shortly its main
features as presented in Papers II and IV.
The OAAS model follows the structure of the Princeton Ocean Model (Bryan,
1969). Similarly to the RCO model, the OAAS model is based on the system of
primitive horizontal momentum balance equation, continuity equation, state
equation, hydrostatic equation and heat- and salt-transport equations. The model
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employs standard simplifications of large-scale circulation models such as the
incompressibility of the flow (which has the effect of filtering out acoustic waves,
which do not significantly contribute to the circulation) and the Boussinesq and
hydrostatic approximation (implying that vertical density gradients are ignored in
the equations of horizontal momentum balance and are accounted for only in terms
of buoyancy). The equation of state is employed using its implicit formulation,
adjusted for the Baltic Sea conditions (Millero, 1976).
In its latest version, the model embeds the classical Smagorinsky scheme
(Smagorinsky, 1963) to approximately represent the impact of horizontal
turbulence on the gridded velocity field, while vertical small-scale motions are
modelled using the so-called Prandtl–Obukhov formula (Kochergin, 1987).
Similarly to the RCO model, the OAAS model deals with time-dependent, freesurface conditions and takes into account baroclinic effects and variations in the
Coriolis effect due to latitude changes (using the exact value of the corresponding
parameter for each latitude). The finite difference scheme uses Arakawa staggered
C-grid (Arakawa and Lamb, 1977) and the method of time-step splitting (Liu,
1978). The bottom friction is introduced by means of the no-slip (first-type
Dirichlet) boundary condition for all velocity components. At the sea surface the
typical kinematic boundary condition is applied: it is assumed that particles that
were initially at the surface shall remain there forever (which is typical for
boundary problems in circulation modelling).
The bathymetry implemented in the OAAS model is provided in a regular
rectangular coordinate system (equivalent to the Mercator projection) with the
original resolution of 1/2ʹ along longitudes and 1/4ʹ along latitudes (¼ nautical
mile) for most of the Gulf of Finland. For the central part of the gulf the abovementioned Warnemünde data set was used. The dynamical and state equations are
discretized using a spherical set of coordinates (Andrejev et al., 2010). This is an
acceptable practice in simulations of the Gulf of Finland as this narrow water body
is elongated in the east–west direction and therefore the deviations of the
representation in spherical and rectangular coordinates are minor. The error,
associated with the difference in the approximations for bathymetry and dynamical
features (~3%), is smaller than the typical uncertainty of the bathymetry (Andrejev
et al., 2010).
In this thesis I use surface-layer velocity fields from a model run that was forced
with the same river runoff data (Bergström and Carlsson, 1994) and meteorological
forcing (a regionalization of the ERA-40 reanalysis over Europe using a regional
atmosphere model with a horizontal resolution of 25 km; Samuelsson et al., 2001;
Höglund et al., 2009) employed in the RCO model described in Section 2.2. The
simulations were performed using bathymetric data with a resolution of 1 nautical
mile that was obtained by means of averaging the gridded data set with a resolution
of ¼ nautical mile (about 470 m) (Andrejev et al., 2010). The model has a vertical
resolution of 1 m (whereas only the uppermost layer is assumed to be 2 m thick).
This resolution apparently much better reproduces the 3D variability of the
hydrographic and kinematic parameters than the simulations using the RCO model.
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The information about extensive validation of this model against measured data in
the Gulf of Finland is provided in Myrberg et al. (2010).
As detailed in Paper IV, the OAAS model was run for the interior of the Gulf of
Finland to the east of longitude 23°27ʹ E. At this boundary, the OAAS model uses
3D information about hydrographic and hydrodynamic fields calculated using the
RCO model for the entire Baltic Sea. The surface velocity data produced using the
OAAS model and employed in this work cover the area of interest for the time
interval of 1987–1991, with a temporal resolution of 3 h. The data set thus contains
161 600 velocity vectors per day for the entire Gulf of Finland.

2.4. Statistics of Lagrangian motions of selected water parcels
The calculations of flow compressibility and FTC are based on tracking the paths
of selected parcels on the water surface. Such a path is, in essence, a Lagrangian
trajectory of the parcel. These trajectories can be easily calculated if the underlying
Eulerian surface velocity field is known and if the parcels are passively advected
with the flow. I used two techniques to evaluate the Lagrangian trajectories of the
vertices of selected triangular surface elements (Figure 3). Firstly, the simulation
package TRACMASS (Döös, 1995) was used to track the virtual parcels. This
software was used in Paper I based on precomputed Eulerian velocity data
extracted from the output of the RCO model.
The TRACMASS code is a widely used tool for global (Döös and Coward,
1997; Döös et al., 2013) and regional (Döös et al., 2004; Engqvist et al., 2006;
Soomere et al., 2011) studies of Lagrangian trajectories and transport in various
water bodies. It has also been successfully used in research into large-scale
atmospheric motions (Kjellsson and Döös, 2012; Kjellsson et al., 2013).
The TRACMASS model first recalculates the RCO model output (that is stored
using the so-called Arakawa B-grid cell staggering technique at the corners of each
cell, see, e.g., Torsvik, 2013) into another format (so-called C-grid at the walls of
each grid cell) by simple linear interpolation. The path of a parcel through each
grid cell is evaluated using an analytical solution of a differential equation which
depends on the resulting velocities (de Vries and Döös, 2001; Döös et al., 2013).
Alternatively, the trajectories of the simulated parcels were evaluated through
an Euler-type Runge–Kutta procedure in Papers II, IV and V. To keep the
technique as simple as possible, I used a first-order method. This method yields a
global error which is proportional to its time step (Kloeden and Platen, 1999).
Whilst higher-order schemes should be implemented to properly calculate the
vertical motions of 3D trajectories in strongly stratified environments (Gräwe et al.,
2012), surface trajectories are locked in the uppermost layer where the Euler-type
scheme apparently gives proper results.
In both versions of the evaluation of Lagrangian trajectories it was assumed that
the modelled surface velocities adequately represent the motions in the surface
layer of the Gulf of Finland. An exact replication of such trajectories cannot be
expected because even small errors in the estimation of Eulerian velocities may
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considerably change single trajectories (Vandenbulcke et al., 2009). The modelled
velocities obviously include, along with numerical and discretization errors, also
uncertainties in forcing data. It is generally expected that various small-scale
processes in the real marine environment will lead to a certain spreading of
trajectories of initially closely located parcels. The experience with the
TRACMASS code reveals that the spreading of the numerically evaluated
calculated trajectories is, on average, much slower than the spreading of real
drifters (Kjellsson and Döös, 2012; Kjellsson et al., 2013). This issue evidently
results from the ignoring of sub-grid processes in the marine environment.
It has recently been demonstrated that even if single trajectories are not
represented correctly, several key properties of the statistics of Lagrangian
trajectories (e.g., the most likely coastal areas being hit by the parcels released
along the major fairway and further driven by currents) are invariant with respect
to even substantial modifications of the input velocity fields (Viikmäe et al., 2013).
It is thus likely that the outcome of the presented analysis (that relies on a large
number of properties of single trajectories) properly reflects the major statistical
features of the flow compressibility and FTC.
The entire scheme of calculations in this thesis resembles a similar scheme used
for the identification of semi-persistent surface flow patterns (Soomere et al.,
2010). An extended time interval t D of interest (year 1991 in the calculations
performed in Papers I and II) was divided into time intervals (windows) of length
tW = 4–96 hours (Figure 6).
At the beginning instant of each time window, one virtual floating parcel was
seeded into the centre of each wet grid cell of the RCO model. The distance
between two neighbouring parcels along latitudes and along longitudes is therefore
about 2 nautical miles. The parcels placed at the centres of three adjacent wet grid
cells were assigned to a single triangular surface element. The stencil for each grid
cell involved the bordering cells in the northern and eastern direction (Figure 3).
The motion of the parcels was tracked using either the TRACMASS code or the
above-described Runge–Kutta procedure over the time window. Calculations of a
subsequent realization were started from the same pattern of parcels’ positions with

Figure 6. Definition sketch of splitting the simulation period into time windows in
Papers I and III.
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a time lag of t S  1 day. Longer realizations thus overlap to some extent.
The set of calculations over single time windows forms an ensemble of
realizations of the changes in the surface elements. The outcome of simulations
over single time windows was averaged for each wet point of the circulation model
over time interval t D . The central quantity was a displacement vector field of all
the parcels’ positions. It was straightforward to calculate the properties of the
surface elements to be used to evaluate flow compressibility, FTC as well as the
divergence of the surface velocity field from this set of displacements. An example
of calculations of the divergence of surface velocity fields from the RCO model,
performed as described here with tW  1 day, is presented in Section 1.1.
After performing the simulations of the entire pool of realizations, the values of
the quantities of interest (flow compressibility or FTC) for each grid cell were
pointwise averaged over different time spans on a daily, monthly, seasonal and
yearly basis. The resulting distributions characterize the spatial variations in the
field of compressibility for different time intervals. Given the nature of the
measure, and as described above, high values of FTC in these distributions
highlight an increased likelihood for the corresponding grid cells to show patchformation characteristics.
Papers III and IV introduce a more elaborated and flexible version of the
organization of calculations (Figure 7). Similarly to the scheme in Figure 6, the
input for the calculations is 2D horizontal velocity components at the sea surface,
extracted from any ocean circulation model for a certain sea area and a time

Figure 7. A sketch of the QTRAC calculation pipeline.
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interval STARTTOT , ENDTOT  . The temporal resolution of the available velocity
fields is SIM Step .
One virtual passive parcel is then placed at the centre of each wet grid cell of
the employed model. Since the ocean models, the velocities from which are used in
this study, employ regular rectangular grids with an almost constant step along
latitudes and longitudes (Meier, 2001; Meier et al., 2003; Andrejev et al., 2010;
2011), the chosen surface elements uniformly cover the sea area in question.
The simulation interval STARTTOT , ENDTOT  is then divided into fixed-length
time windows. The motion of all the surface elements and their vertices is tracked
over these time windows. Their length SIM Length , in essence, represents the
correlation length during which the local properties of flow divergence
(convergence) and underlying Lagrangian transport are tracked. As above, the
trajectories of the parcels and the evolution of surface elements are resolved and
composed according to the triangular stencil (Figure 3). The instantaneous
variations in the area of the elements, and of the (squared) lengths of two of its
edges ( dSt , dAt and dBt , respectively) are evaluated at each time step of the
relevant time window.
After performing the necessary number (as described in Section 3.1) of steps
over the particular time window, the respective averages (root mean squares dSrms ,
dArms and dBrms ) are calculated using Eq. (10). The result of each slice of
calculations for the surface element, associated with the starting point of the parcel
at the right angle of the stencil (Figure 3) over a time window with the length of
SIM Length , is an approximate value of FTC for this point and time window. The set
of such values for the entire sea domain (or for some area of interest) is an
approximate spatial distribution (realization) of the FTC. Such sets are referred to
as instantaneous FTC ( C ftc ) maps (Figure 8).

Figure 8. An instantaneous C ftc map calculated for 01 March 1987 with SIM Length = 24 h
based on the OAAS model data.
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The instantaneous FTC maps are generally quite noisy and pixelated as
expected for a single realization of a complicated process or measure. To reduce
noise and to highlight physically meaningful features, it is necessary to produce
and analyse a large number of independent instantaneous C ftc maps. This is
organized by means of performing a series of similar calculations using different
starting instants separated by the time lag  calc . The initial set of virtual parcels and
surface elements is the same for each subsequent calculation. This results in a set
of instantaneous C ftc maps, each of which represents the chosen time window (and
thus a fixed correlation length) but a different starting instant and therefore a
different example of the dynamics of the velocity field.
The instantaneous C ftc maps are collected together into so-called C ftc batches
(denoted as FTC1, FTC2, etc. in Figure 7). These batches typically have a length of
one month or one season. Similarly to recent studies of semi-persistent patterns of
Lagrangian transport (Soomere at al., 2011) and fairway design (Andrejev et al.,
2011; Lu et al., 2012), these batches of a certain length are further processed by
means of pixel-wise (grid cell-wise) averaging of the values in similar distributions
over a certain set of time windows.
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3. Calculations of compressibility
The key outcome in Chapter 1 is a simple proof that under reasonable assumptions
and short time intervals FTC is a direct extension of the classical flow
compressibility. Section 3.1 details the calculation scheme of this measure that has
been implemented in Paper II and further used in Papers IV and V. The relevant
software (called QTRAC suite) performs all steps starting from the extraction of
the input velocity data up to visualization of the FTC distributions.
This chapter provides an insight into the results of calculations of various
measures of flow compressibility based on the moderate resolution (2 nautical
miles and 6 h) velocity fields from the RCO model. Section 3.2 presents a
comparison of the divergence and flow compressibility fields with the changes in
the distribution of an initially homogeneous field of virtual parcels on the sea
surface based on material from Paper III. A short overview of the calculations of
FTC and the dependence of this measure on the parameters of the scheme (most
importantly, on the correlation length) is presented in Section 3.3. Finally, Section
3.4 provides a discussion of the basic features of spatial and temporal variability of
the FTC in the Gulf of Finland. The main outcome is a demonstration that the
concept of FTC is able to provide some essential new information about the
structure of surface currents in the Gulf of Finland even if the underlying velocity
fields have only moderate resolution.

3.1. The QTRAC Simulation Suite
In order to effectively handle the large number of simulations of various properties
of surface velocity fields, I developed a simulation environment (called QTRAC,
Quick Tracking for Compressibility) to calculate and analyse spatial distributions
of C ftc . This environment was specifically implemented for the use of higherresolution (1 nautical mile) velocity fields from the OAAS model, as detailed in
Paper II. Its early version was also used to analyse the output of the RCO model.
The basic advantage of the QTRAC suite (Figure 9) is the simplicity of storing
internal data used for calculations in a query-oriented set of specifically developed
data structures. Similarly to the well-known Matlab environment, this allows for
the possibility of querying the calculation pipeline at any stage for intermediate
results. This property is useful for performing intermediate consistency (so-called
debug/profile) checks, as well as for ensuring the possibility of direct
implementation of constraints on the on-going calculations, in order to minimize
the chance of unforeseen numerical errors. It also allows for an approach of unittesting with customizable granularity. This helps to manage the algorithm
throughout its evolution.
The QTRAC software was developed using C# in Microsoft Visual Studio 2010
Professional, and it extends across roughly 10 kloc. It can be operated using two
different interfaces: command-line and graphical (Figure 9). Through the graphical
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user interface (GUI), it is possible to load input vector fields from external models
for an arbitrary time span (Figure 6), and to visualize the intermediate results for
each individual calculation step as an interactive model map. Through this interface
it is also possible to create, configure and run tracking simulations and to calculate
various characteristics of compressibility over the area of interest or over subsets of
certain regions.
The set of graphical tools and utilities to pack, analyse and process the produced
data can be used for other purposes. The current core of the QTRAC suite is the
pipeline of calculations of FTC maps starting from velocity fields, tightly lined up
with the purpose of this work.
The pipeline (Figure 7) starts with loading the surface velocity information. The
first step is to run a parser algorithm over the input information (2D vectors
representing velocity fields). The parser at the moment supports and parses all the
information contained within the OAAS model’s ASCII encoded output files. This
information is stored for the use with a staggered Arakawa B-grid (Arakawa and
Lamb, 1997). An (offline) interpolation in time is then optionally performed to fit
the data with any resolution chosen for the simulations, thus enabling the emulation
of sub-model time resolution. The velocities are assumed to vanish at dry grid cells
and outside the boundaries of the model.
The displacement of the simulated parcels from their initial position is tracked
throughout the chosen time span SIM Length . It is assumed that parcels are passively
carried by the currents that exactly match the modelled velocity field as described
in Section 2.4. The used version of QTRAC does not implement any means to
replicate the effect of subgrid-scale motions. The coordinates of the resulting
trajectories are sampled at a custom rate. The position of the parcels is then reset
and started again, typically one day (  SIM  24 h) after the previous simulation’s
starting instant.

Figure 9. The QTRAC suite, running in the GUI mode.
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The components of the velocity field at the points of the sea surface that do not
coincide with the locations of the model grid points (or their walls) are calculated
via a double linear interpolation from the modelled velocity components at the four
closest grid points to the current location of the trajectory. The resulting
displacement vectors are applied to the parcels component-wise.
At the completion of each simulation over the chosen time span, its results are
stored in volatile memory using double-linked lists. The trajectory of each
simulated parcel is then matched with the trajectories of its neighbours according to
the triangular stencil (Figure 3). This produces linked-lists of triplet-like data
structures that represent synchronized sequences of positions of each individual
triangular element on the surface, throughout the simulation time span SIM Length . A
value of the FTC for a single realization of the flow is then associated with each
grid cell and the initial time of each time span using Eq. (11).
The overall time complexity CTime of the calculation pipeline may be expressed
as a function of the size of the input data set N and the resolution of the desired
output. This measure is asymptotically proportional to
CTime  ON  T1  T2  ,

(25)

where the terms N , T1 and T2 refer to the size of the domain (expressed in the
number of model grid cells), the overall time span to cover (more specifically, the
number of single simulations ENDTOT  STARTTOT  SIM Length ) and the resolution
at which running the simulations (which is a function of SIM Length and SIM Step ).
The initial data-loading step deserves particular attention in terms of time
complexity presented by Eq. (25). As its time complexity is proportional to
(1)
CTime
 ON  T1  , in many realistic situations (of sub-asymptotic dataset sizes) its
contribution may substantially affect the overall computation time.
The overall space complexity CSpace for the calculation pipeline can be
expressed similarly as a function of N , T1 and T2 . It is bounded asymptotically by





CSpace  O N 2  T1  T2 .

(26)

The calculation pipeline has not been deeply optimized for space (understood
here as volatile computer memory) consumption. This is intentional, with the main
purpose of allowing the possibility of maintaining control structures along with the
core data. Keeping this option generally leads to an increased space occupation on
the computer. Strictly speaking, the same calculation pipeline could be run at a
much lower space complexity if the control structures are ignored.
Certain control structures are definitely necessary because several types of
singular situations may occur in the simulations. Their possibility renders any
attempt at further optimizing the space complexity (Eq. (26)) risky.
For low-vorticity flows in offshore domains the distortions to the triangular
elements normally remain modest. Although the Gulf of Finland is usually thought
to have a number of mesoscale eddies (Andrejev et al., 2004), there is evidence that
the vorticity field is relatively volatile and only a few more or less circular eddies
are present (Viikmäe and Torsvik, 2013). This suggests that, in general, different
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parcels are mostly carried in a more or less uniform way by the surface currents.
However, in several cases of realistic flows particular attention is needed
(Figure 10).
As described in Paper II, QTRAC takes care of three main singular cases which
may potentially disrupt the normal path of the calculations. Firstly, whenever a
simulated parcel drifts outside the Gulf of Finland, or reaches a dry grid cell of the
model (where the velocity is zero), its position is steady and its further behaviour
represents neither the properties of surface currents nor the compressibility of
surface currents. To remove the associated non-physical values in Eq. (9), the
further evolution of such triplets is discarded, starting from the instant when the
simulated particle first hits a boundary cell of any kind.
Secondly, it may happen that the three vertices of a particular triplet line up or
merge so that the surface area vanishes (with computing precision). This would
result in divide-by-zero errors due to machine limitations rather than physical
singularities. From a physical viewpoint, this case mirrors strong stretching or
deformation in the relevant area, and the evolution of the triangular element no
longer adequately characterizes the compressibility. Similarly to the above case,
the evaluation of compressibility according to Eq. (9) is interrupted whenever the
three triangular elements become too closely aligned or nearly coincident. The
further behaviour of such triplets is ignored.
Thirdly, while the expected values of C ftc for each point must be ≤1, there still
is a possibility for single larger values of this measure at the first steps of the
calculation (Figure 11). Such values may appear in quite diverse locations basically

Figure 10. Special cases requiring attention. (A) vertices of a triangular element tend to
align, yielding a null area; (B) one of the vertices hits the coast (Paper II).
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Figure 11. Dependence of C ftc values initially >1 on the number of time steps in a
calculation that started on 01 January 1987 (time step of 30 min) (Paper II).

owing to discretization or interpolation errors at the very first internal time steps
SIM Step (Figure 7). Such initial estimates of C ftc always decrease rapidly,
normally within one time step, into the expected range [0,1] (Figure 11). As a rule,
the pointwise values of C ftc relax to the level close to their final values within 2–3
steps. For this reason, QTRAC is designed to execute a verification of the
constraint C ftc  1 for segments of simulations that are five steps long. The code
issues a warning when this constraint is violated anywhere within the domain.
Additionally to the routine control of the described singular or clearly erroneous
situations, the accuracy of the calculation of classical flow compressibility is
implicitly validated by means of verifying whether the basin-wide average 2D flow
divergence remains on a low level as discussed in Section 1.1.

3.2. Flow compressibility, divergence and concentration field
The major difference between the two measures of compressibility of sea surface
(classical flow compressibility Cc and finite-time compressibility C ftc ) is that Cc
is a measure of instantaneous properties of the velocity field, whereas C ftc always
involves integration over a certain time interval. This feature of the classical flow
compressibility Cc becomes vividly evident in spatial maps of this quantity
(Figure 12). This measure is, in essence, equivalent to a limiting value of FTC if
only one time step is taken into account.
As discussed above, the high pointwise values of classical flow compressibility
offer some indication about areas where floating items are likely to gather and its
low pointwise values indicate areas where concentrations of various items or
substances located in the surface layer are likely to decrease. In general these maps
are quite pixelated, show very large contrasts and change in time quite rapidly
(Paper I). These properties signal that a grid cell characterized by high flow
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compressibility does not necessarily mean a high likelihood of that cell to develop
patches of floating items during a longer time interval.
Paper III provides further analysis of the potential of the divergence field to
represent and characterize the likelihood of patch generation (Figure 13). The
instantaneous divergence field is purely local and has essentially no correlation
with the long-term flow properties or with flow properties in neighbouring areas.
Importantly, large pointwise values of classical flow compressibility mirror high
instantaneous local values of divergence or convergence.
Similarly to the classical flow compressibility, the instantaneous maps of
divergence and concentration of tracers (Figure 13) are highly pixelated and
contain strong gradients. These features are apparently caused by the joint impact
of the combination of the discrete nature of the initial field of parcels (one parcel
inserted into each wet grid cell of the ocean model) and the highly rotational
character of the circulation field in the Gulf of Finland (Lilover et al., 2011). This
combination frequently causes a synchronous rotation and advection of the virtual
tracers in adjacent model grid cells. While their mutual distance may be almost
constant, they may still appear in the same grid cell, for instance, if being aligned
along its diagonal (see the middle panel of Figure 1 in Paper I). This process leads
to large (by a factor of two) but essentially random local and short-time
fluctuations of the instantaneous concentration of tracers. These contrasts are to
some extent smoothed by means of averaging these maps over longer time intervals
(Figure 13). It is natural that both distributions represented in Figure 13 reveal
qualitatively overlapping deviations from the zero mean at the same locations.
As discussed above, the distribution of average divergence, although it is
capable of identifying short-term changes in the concentration of floats, is not
always suitable to highlight areas of patch generation in the long-term run. The
reason is that currents generally carry the emerging patches away from the regions
of high convergence.
This feature has been exemplified in numerical simulations of particle

Figure 12. Classical flow compressibility of the surface velocity field in the Gulf of Finland
on 01 April 1991 based on velocity fields from the RCO model (Paper I).
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Figure 13. Average divergence (1/s; negative values indicate convergent flow) of the
water surface (upper panel) and concentration of floats (per grid cell) in the Gulf of
Finland for 01–07 April 1991 (lower panel) (Paper III).

aggregation in the boundary region of an anticyclonic eddy. The core result was
that the highest particle concentration coincided with the vorticity patterns, but not
with the high-convergence area. A probable reason for such an effect was spatial
de-correlation between the divergence field and the areas of high concentration.
Namely, the areas hosting high convergence were spatially associated with the
eddy, while the simulated parcels were carried with the surface currents
(Samuelsen et al., 2012).

3.3. Calculation of finite-time compressibility
An attempt to qualitatively link the concentration field of virtual tracers with the
properties of the FTC field has been made in Papers II and III based on the RCO
velocity fields with a moderate spatial resolution. The maps of FTC account for
changing flow properties over longer time windows and therefore are better
candidates for indicating enhanced likelihood of the development of patches than
the divergence field or the distribution of classical flow compressibility.
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The analysis in Paper I demonstrates that the FTC values tend to behave
qualitatively similarly to the classical flow compressibility, although the particular
values of these two quantities are generally different (Figure 5). The properties of
the FTC maps obviously depend on the averaging interval used in their calculation.
The parameters of the calculation scheme depicted in Section 2.4 may have a major
effect on the results of the calculation, similarly to the analogous parameters in the
calculation of the statistics of Lagrangian transport of pollution by surface currents
(Viikmäe et al., 2010; Viikmäe, 2014).
A qualitative overview of the role of different parameters in Figures 6 and 7 in
the FTC calculations is provided in Papers IV and V. Three parameters indicated in
these figures can be adjusted only by rerunning the ocean model. These are
STARTTOT and ENDTOT (that define the entire time interval for which velocity
data are available) and the temporal resolution of this data set SIMStep . The
presence of high seasonal variations in the forcing and dynamics of the Gulf of
Finland suggest that the FTC calculations should cover at least one year. The
analysis in Andrejev et al. (2011) signals that in order to obtain climatologically
valid FTC distributions, the calculation should cover at least 3–5 years.
The level of representation of details of the velocity field in the input data for
the FTC calculations substantially depend on the time step of the available velocity
data. It is, however, customary that in order to keep the data set within a reasonable
size, the output of ocean models is saved and/or provided to the user only once in
several hours. For example, the RCO data were only available once in 6 h. Such
large values of the SIMStep parameter may smooth out high local instantaneous
C ftc values. In general, the longer the simulation step is, the greater is the chance
to overlook small-scale or short-lived processes which may affect high C ftc counts.
While the values of C ftc highly depend on time correlations, it is not known
beforehand for how long such correlations exist. However, as the patch-formation
process at the scales comparable with the grid size of the ocean model usually takes
several days, the values of SIMStep on the order of a few hours are acceptable.
The calculation scheme (Figure 7) contains several other adjustable parameters
that can be varied in order to properly highlight phenomena with specific time
scales. An in-depth analysis of the reasonable choice of these parameters for the
Gulf of Finland conditions was performed in the context of semi-persistent patterns
of Lagrangian transport (Viikmäe et al., 2010; Soomere et al., 2011). The key
parameter is the length of each parcel tracking SIM Length , called time window by
Viikmäe (2014). It defines the length of the time interval over which the correlation
between the convergence field and the Lagrangian transport of the emerging patch
is considered.
Based on the concept presented in Samuelson et al. (2012), the formation of
high concentrations in the marine surface layer apparently is strongest and most
evident when a domain of convergence of the surface velocity field moves together
with the underlying currents. It is thus natural to assume that high values of C ftc
emerge at time scales that roughly match the persistency of the local Lagrangian
transport.
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Semi-persistent patterns of Lagrangian flows have a typical time scale of a few
days in the Gulf of Finland (Soomere et al., 2011). Based on this result, the values
of SIM Length up to 3 days have been used in this thesis (Figure 14). The use of very
short windows leads, as expected, to maps that are qualitatively similar to the maps
of average divergence or classical flow compressibility (Paper III).

Figure 14. Average finite-time compressibility of the water surface in the Gulf of Finland
for one week (01–07 April 1991), calculated using the time window of 24 h (upper panel),
48 h (middle panel) and 72 h (lower panel) (Paper III).
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The gradual lengthening of the time window allows for tracking the distortions
of the surface elements over a certain time and thus makes it possible to identify
areas over which the concentrations are likely to increase cumulatively. The
relevant maps are often much richer in content than similar maps of average
divergence. The use of very large time windows tends to gradually smooth out
many features.
Another key parameter is the batch length  FTC . It defines the characteristic
time scale (weekly, seasonal, annual, etc.), during which the frequent patch
formation areas are expected to exist. An average over the instantaneous FTC maps
evidently suppresses noise and contrasts in single maps but may also smooth out
processes and phenomena that occur during shorter time intervals. A proper choice
of  FTC plays a particular role in the calculations of certain over-threshold values
of FTC as discussed below.
The role of the temporal distance (time lag)  SIM between two consecutive
calculations of instantaneous C ftc values is less obvious. Formally, it defines the
total number of C ftc calculations to be performed based on the existing velocity
data. A much more important request is to ensure that subsequent realizations of
the trajectories of parcels that form the triangular elements (Figure 3) are
uncorrelated.
As discussed above, the trajectories of initially closely located virtual tracers,
calculated with the TRACMASS code from the RCO velocities, tend to stay
together. This means that the trajectories of parcels that start their drift from the
same model grid cell, either simultaneously or with a small time lag, are strongly
correlated. To avoid such correlations, the subsequent calculation should only start
after the majority of parcels have drifted to the neighbouring cells.
Given the typical surface velocities in the Gulf of Finland 10–20 cm/s (Alenius
et al., 1998), it would take about 6–10 h for the selected parcels to enter the
neighbouring RCO model grid cell. The analysis in Viikmäe et al. (2010) suggests
that the statistics of Lagrangian transport only weakly depends on the particular
value of the time lag and reasonable results can be obtained for as large values of
 SIM as 10 days. Based on this observation, in the analysis of this thesis always
 SIM  SIM Length to prevent the produced results from being serially correlated.

3.4. Spatial distribution of finite-time compressibility
The results of several series of calculations of spatio-temporal distributions of FTC
based on the RCO velocity data with a moderate spatial resolution (2 nautical
miles) are reported in Papers I and III. Spatial distributions of the FTC for single
weeks and months revealed comparatively large variability for this measure, both
in space and time. The contrasts were, as expected, the largest for maps averaged
over relatively small time intervals (weeks, Figures 14 and 15) whereas averaging
over several months resulted in maps that contained much less details (Figure 16).
High values of FTC are spotted at different locations in the Gulf of Finland. The
patterns of high and low FTC levels vary considerably in different months and
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seasons. Some of these areas have an elongated stripe-like shape and are located
close to the shore and most likely coincide with regions hosting intense vertical
motions (coastal downwelling or upwelling, respectively) (Myrberg and Andrejev,
2003; Lehmann et al., 2012). Other areas of high values of FTC may mirror the
regions between upwelling filaments that have reached the offshore, or
convergence zones between coastal currents and offshore mesoscale circulation (cf.
Andrejev et al., 2004; Soomere et al., 2011).
Some elongated areas of high FTC become visible across the central and eastern
sections of the Gulf of Finland. Their presence may be associated with regions
where Lagrangian surface transport is accompanied by gradual contraction of the
surface area. These offshore areas may also be considered as likely regions to host
patch formation.
The overall average level of C ftc across the whole Gulf of Finland is around 0.4
during the windy season (October–March) when the values are generally the
highest. A similar analysis using the velocity data from the OAAS model with a
finer resolution of 1 nautical mile (Paper II) reveals that the FTC maps for single
weeks and months still contain a relatively high variability both in space and time.
While for some periods the average FTC maps hardly show any recognizable
features, during other intervals they contain a number of clearly defined areas with
high values of C ftc . The typical maxima of C ftc for single month-long batches are
around 0.6 (Paper II), that is, below the threshold C ftc  1 2 for the clustering
process (Section 1.3) to become effective. The largest values of C ftc are usually
found (i) in the nearshore of the southern coast of the Gulf of Finland and (ii) in the
north-western and (iii) easternmost regions of the gulf.
Offshore areas hosting the largest monthly average values of C ftc  0.5 are
normally different in different months (Figure 16). One area at the mouth of the
River Neva in the easternmost part of the gulf shows regularly large values of C ftc .
This region is characterized by a very small internal Rossby radius (Soomere et al.,
2008). It hosts a complicated flow pattern driven by the interaction of basin-wide

Figure 15. Average finite-time compressibility of the water surface in the Gulf of Finland
for one week in November 1991, calculated using the time window of 48 h (Paper I).
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circulation of water masses (incl. an optional anticyclonic gyre in the surface layer
(Soomere et al., 2011)) with the large runoff of the River Neva (Leppäranta and
Myrberg, 2009). Another relatively persistent area of high values of C ftc is located
in the middle of the widest part of the Gulf of Finland.
The maps presented in Figure 16 give a flavour of the spatial distribution of
areas with high FTC for limited time intervals. Owing to extensive variability of
these maps for different months and seasons, they fail to deliver a proper
representation of areas where the clustering of particles or formation of high
concentrations is likely to occur in long-term run. An extension of either of the
time window or the averaging (batch) length does not lead to a more advanced
understanding of the situation as the average C ftc tends to fade towards lower
values when considering longer intervals (Paper I). A basin-wide type of pointwise
averaging would likely smoothen out such features, with an intensity which is
proportional to the size of  FTC .

Figure 16. Spatial distribution of finite-time compressibility (colour code) for the Gulf of
Finland in December 1987 (upper panel) and February 1988 (lower panel) (Paper II).
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4. Quantification of spontaneous patch generation
The definition of FTC (Section 1.3) suggests that certain changes in the surface
concentrations may occur already at moderate average levels of C ftc . As discussed
in Section 1.4, a much faster process of changes in the concentration of floats may
start if these items start to cluster together (Falkovich et al., 2001). Rapid formation
of clusters is likely to occur if the threshold C ftc  1 / 2 is exceeded in some sea
area for a relatively long time. In other words, systematic spontaneous patch
formation eventually occurs in such areas when this threshold is exceeded.
This chapter is dedicated to the analysis of this possibility. The relevant efforts
were started in Paper II and continued in Papers IV and V based on the calculations
using velocity fields with a spatial resolution of 1 nautical mile. Section 4.1 starts
this analysis from considering the temporal course of FTC based on material from
Paper II. The idea of looking only at these values of FTC that exceed the threshold
for the clustering is presented in Section 4.2 following the material from Paper IV.
A more detailed analysis of areas in which this threshold is often exceeded (Section
4.3, Paper IV) leads to the identification of nine clearly distinguishable regions in
the Gulf of Finland where spontaneous patch formation via the clustering
phenomenon is likely to occur during an appreciable time each year. Seasonal
variations in the location and magnitude of these areas are addressed in Section 4.4
based on the material from Paper V.

4.1. Temporal course of high finite-time compressibility
The analysis of the frequency and timing of events in which C ftc  1 / 2 has been
started in Paper II based on the velocity fields from the OAAS model with a
resolution of 1 nautical mile. The use of better-resolution data compared to
simulations performed based on RCO data in Papers I and III revealed many more
details in spatial distributions of FTC.
Figure 17 illustrates the temporal course of FTC at six grid cells in the
easternmost part of the Gulf of Finland, in an area where the monthly average FTC
values are relatively large. The typical levels of FTC at these points were 0.4
during the calm season in 1987 and only slightly higher during the windy season in
1987–1988. Importantly, the threshold C ftc  1 / 2 was exceeded at several points
during a week also in the calm season. This feature suggests that simple averaging
of the FTC values (even over batches of variable length) is generally not able to
reveal the locations and time intervals of spontaneous patch generation.
For this reason, Papers IV and V focus on the frequency at which C ftc exceeds
the threshold C ftc  1 / 2 for clustering and possibly associated spontaneous
formation of patches of floating tracers. The course of C ftc presented in Figure 17
suggests that this threshold may be exceeded in all seasons and possibly even in
locations where the average values of C ftc are not exceptionally large.
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To identify and highlight those grid cells whose values of C ftc often exceed the
threshold, a different way to extract relevant information from the instantaneous
C ftc maps has been introduced in Paper IV. Namely, the temporal behaviour of
single C ftc values for all wet grids of the circulation model and inside each
calculation batch is analysed using a method similar to the peak-over-threshold
approach. This approach is widely used in various fields of physical oceanography
(e.g., in Holthuijsen, 2007).
The method employed in Papers IV and V relies on a simple count for each wet
grid cell of the model of how many instantaneous values of C ftc exceed the
threshold of 1 / 2 at which clustering is likely to start. This count is performed
during the time interval covered by a single batch in Figure 7, or for a selection of
batches grouped together. The result is a map of the total count (equivalently, the
frequency of occurrence) of over-threshold values of C ftc within a single batch
(Figure 18) or a group of batches.
Finally, the total number of such values (for example, for specific seasons) is
counted for each wet grid point over a set of batches of a fixed length. This
procedure is equivalent to calculating the average number of occasions of
C ftc  1 / 2 for each cell. To some extent, it reduces the numerical noise
associated with the moderate temporal and spatial resolution of the input data. The
actual variations in the C ftc values are ignored in the count of the total number of

Figure 17. Temporal course of finite-time compressibility at six grid cells in the area of
relatively high values of C ftc located outside the Neva Bight, for the first three months of
the windy season (October 1987–March 1988, upper panel) and the calm season (April–
September 1987, lower panel) (Paper II).
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over-threshold values. The resulting maps of average counts of above-threshold
values of C ftc (optionally over a set of batches) eventually highlight the areas
hosting most frequent (or persistent) spontaneous patch generation.

4.2. Persistency of high values of finite-time compressibility
The areas that occasionally host high FTC in the instantaneous maps (Figure 16) as
well as in the counts of over-threshold values of C ftc in single batches (Figure 18)
are quite variable in space and time. Moreover, the process of constructing the
maps of frequency of occurrence of over-threshold FTC values ignores part of the
variability: even if a single FTC value is exceptionally high, its actual value is
ignored and only the event C ftc  1 / 2 is counted. It is therefore not unexpected
that the presence of above-threshold instantaneous values of C ftc are smoothened
out already for relatively short batches (Figure 18).
Subsequent integration of the count of over-threshold C ftc values over longer
sets of simulations generally smoothens out details and contrasts of single maps
and their averages for shorter time intervals. Interestingly, some features are very
persistent. Figure 19 demonstrates that certain areas of the Gulf of Finland often
host above-clustering-threshold values of FTC in 90-day-long and 180-day-long
averages.
The overall average count of C ftc  1 / 2 is generally fairly small: around 0.93
days for 90-day-long batches and 1.91 days for 180-day-long batches (Paper IV). A
few clearly distinguishable regions show such counts of up to 30 and 60 days,
respectively. In other words, in these regions the phenomenon of spontaneous

Figure 18. Map of the count of days, during which single values of C ftc exceed the
threshold of 1 2 within a batch of length  FTC  30 days. This map was calculated with
STARTTOT = 01 December 1987, SIM STEP =3 h (Paper IV).
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patch formation is likely to take place for over one third of the time. This count
only characterizes the frequency of potential occurrence of clustering but does not
indicate how persistent this phenomenon is. Although the results averaged over 180
days reveal clearly less spatial variability of the high- C ftc count, Figure 19
suggests that the maximum relative frequency of the occurrence of above-threshold
values of C ftc is almost the same for 90-day-long and 180-day long batches. A
natural conjecture is that some areas of the Gulf of Finland may host intense patch
generation during substantial time intervals.
The most remarkable coastal areas where over-threshold values of FTC often

Figure 19. Maps of the average count of the over-threshold FTC values for 180-day-long
(upper panel) and 90-day-long (lower panel) batches calculated using the following
parameters:  SIM  24 h, SIM Length  12 h, SIM Step  1.5 h. The colour coding shows
how many times in total the values of C ftc exceed the clustering threshold 0.7 in total of 16
maps for 90-day-long batches or 8 similar maps for 180-day-long batches (Paper IV).
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occur are located along the north-eastern coast of Estonia, between the islands of
Naissaar and Pakri, and near the northern coast of the gulf (Figure 19). The most
contrast offshore areas highlighted in Figure 19 are located at the entrance to the
Neva Bight and in the widest part of the gulf. As explained in Paper V, a similar
area next to Saint Petersburg may reflect the inability of the model to properly
resolve the impact of the Saint Petersburg Flood Protection Facility.
The long-term average pointwise values of frequent occurrence of the values
C ftc  1 / 2 vary considerably along the gulf (in the east–west direction, Paper V).
The southern regions host systematically more frequent occurrence of C ftc  1 / 2
than the northern parts. The central part of the gulf has an overall low level of this
measure. The easternmost part of the gulf hosts several high peaks of C ftc , which
apparently reflect frequent convergence of the overall circulation of water masses
with the voluminous freshwater discharge into this region.

4.3. Potential regions of spontaneous patch formation
As the over-threshold values of FTC support the possibility of the clustering of
floating items on the sea surface, it is natural to assume that the spatial maxima of
the frequency of occurrence of such values indicate the areas in which spontaneous
patch formation is likely. In other words, spontaneous increase in the concentration
of surface floats, pollution or contaminants locked in the surface layer is much
more likely in these areas than in other sea regions.
An attempt to locate such areas is undertaken in Papers IV and V by means of
an analysis of the temporal persistency of regions of the frequent occurrence of
over-threshold values of FTC for single batches. Each of such areas highlighted in
a certain batch has been associated to an oval-shaped region. This oval roughly
matches the orientation and appearance of each area. The centre of the oval is
associated with the location of the relevant local maximum count of over-threshold
values of FTC.
The areas of likely and frequent patch generation were selected according to the
persistency of their appearance in the maps of counts of over-threshold FTC
values. Only those areas were selected, for which a clearly identifiable local
maximum was present within at least 80% of the total amount of single batches. As
the duration of the batches used in this procedure was 90 and 180 days and the
simulations covered the time interval 1987–1991, the selected areas were
apparently present in all seasons. Therefore, they serve as a first approximation of
the “climatologically” valid specification of likely spontaneous patch-generation
regions.
The described procedure highlighted nine clearly separated regions where high
values of C ftc regularly occur (Figure 20). The majority of such areas (3, 4, 5, 7, 9;
also area 8 to some extent) are located near the southern coast of the gulf at more
or less regular spatial intervals. Only two such regions became evident near the
north-western coast of the gulf, to the west of Helsinki. As discussed above, area 9
near Saint Petersburg may be an artefact of the model. The existence of area 8
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apparently reflects the convergence of the runoff of the River Neva with the overall
circulation in the gulf (Leppäranta and Myrberg, 2009). The most interesting
finding is the existence of area 6 in the middle of the widest part of the gulf.
A comparison of Figure 20 with the maps presented in Figures 14–16
demonstrate that several areas highlighted in Figure 20, most notably areas 5, 8
and 9, were already occasionally visible (although not identified) in the results of
calculations that employed lower-resolution velocity data. This (at least partial)
invariance of persistent high-FTC areas signals that this measure is able to reveal
certain interesting feature of the structure of surface currents even if only
moderate-resolution data are available.
The long-term persistency of the areas highlighted in Figure 20 can be to some
extent quantified by means of the maxima in the count of over-threshold FTC
values for single batches (Paper IV). The standard deviation of these maxima is
generally well below half (and often 20–30%) the relevant average value. This
signals that the selected areas are fairly persistent. Area 6 has the smallest
persistency and strength (defined as the average of the maxima in question). It is
likely that this area may be present only during particular seasons (Section 4.4).
As discussed above, the patch generation process is generally slow and requires
several consecutive days of high correlation between the convergence field and the
underlying Lagrangian transport. The results of FTC analysis, including the count
of over-threshold values of FTC, reflect the overall frequency of high-FTC events
but do not reveal whether such events occur separately or in sequence. The
possibility of long sequences of high FTC values in certain locations can be to
some extent characterized by means of the longest continuous time interval during
which C ftc  1 / 2 . This analysis has been presented in Paper IV for each batch in
each of areas 1–9 (Figure 20).

Figure 20. The set of persistent high- C ftc regions in the Gulf of Finland in 1987–1991
(Paper IV).
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The average length of the time interval defined in this manner for single years
and areas was mostly between 2 and 3 days (Figure 21). This time interval is
apparently long enough for patch formation. Its smallest values were found for
area 6. It is thus natural to conclude that the overall pattern of currents in this
offshore region is more variable than in other areas presented in Figure 20.

4.4. Seasonality of areas hosting high finite-time compressibility
A well-known feature of atmospheric forcing of the Baltic Sea and the Gulf of
Finland is its strong seasonal pattern (Leppäranta and Myrberg, 2009). This feature
is clearly reflected in seasonal variations in currents and associated Lagrangian
transport (Soomere et al., 2010; Andrejev et al., 2011; Viikmäe and Soomere,
2014). Potential implications of this pattern are briefly analysed in Paper V.
Based on the analysis of the seasonal course of wave heights in the Gulf of
Finland (Zaitseva-Pärnaste, 2013), the following representation of seasons was
chosen in Paper V: May, June and July formed the calm spring–summer season,
August, September and October belonged to the transitional autumn season,
November, December and January were associated with the windy autumn–winter
season and February, March and April with the transitional spring season.
Similarly to the analysis in Section 4.3, for each wet grid point it was counted how
many times the instantaneous values of C ftc exceeded the threshold for the rapid
formation of clusters in each season.
The seasonal areas of high values of C ftc (Figure 22) are, as expected for
shorter averaging intervals, more concentrated than similar areas in Figure 20.
Some areas are evident only during certain seasons. For example, area 4 is clearly
distinct during spring and area 2 during autumn. Somewhat unexpectedly, area 6 is
prominent in spring and winter.

Figure 21. Annual average of the maximum duration of consecutive events of C ftc within
single 30-day-long batches in locations of the highest counts of the over-threshold FTC
values in areas 1–9 (Figure 20) in the Gulf of Finland in 1987–1991 (Paper IV).
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Figure 22. Maps of the average count of the over-threshold FTC values for season-long batches (Paper V).

This variability may be related to the presence of sea ice during a large part of
the year in this region of the Gulf of Finland.
Although other areas are evident in all seasons, the count of over-threshold
occurrences of C ftc varies substantially in different seasons. For example, area 3 is
clearly defined during spring and summer but almost disappears in winter.
Similarly, this count substantially varies for area 7 in Narva Bay and for area 5
along the north-eastern coast of Estonia, whereas their shape and position hardly
change. The most persistent is the relatively large area 8. This area in the eastern
part of the gulf also hosts high flow compressibility and convergence (Chapter 3).
High FTC levels in this region are not unexpected because the overall circulation
of water masses of the Gulf of Finland merges here with the voluminous runoff of
the River Neva. It is thus likely that the established feature reflects a long-term
property of the dynamics of the Gulf of Finland.
A schematic representation of the seasonal appearance pattern of the areas of
high FTC (Figure 23) is available in Paper V. Such representation also confirms
that some areas (e.g., areas 3 and 8) are present in almost all seasons of the years
1987–1991. Most of the areas are present during spring but they are relatively rare
during summer. This pattern could possibly reflect seasonal variations in the
directional structure of winds (and the associated seasonal relocation of
downwelling areas) in the Gulf of Finland (Paper IV), even though no clear

Figure 23. The presence of areas with frequent over-threshold values of FTC in different
seasons in the Gulf of Finland for the time windows of 24 h and 48 h. (1) Data not
available (Paper V).
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relationship has been established yet between these phenomena and areas of likely
patch formation.
To summarize, the approach presented and discussed in this thesis is targeted to
quantify the potential of different sea areas to serve as locations of spontaneous
formation of patches of various items and substances locked in the uppermost layer
of the sea. The implemented technique exclusively relies on the standard output of
contemporary 3D ocean models. The calculations use a set of simple geometric
elements to detect the areas where high flow compressibility of the surface velocity
field is synchronized with the local Lagrangian transport.
The material presented demonstrates that this fairly elementary approach of
tracking triangular elements on the sea surface and counting the occurrences of
high values of a certain measure has the capacity to highlight clearly defined areas
where the joint impact of the convergence of surface flow and the current-driven
Lagrangian transport of the emerging patches may often lead to considerable
increase in concentrations of surface floats, contaminants or pollution in the surface
layer, surfactant films, or other items of substances that are locked in the water
column near the sea surface.
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Conclusions
Summary of the results
The interplay of ocean currents and items floating on the sea surface or substances
locked in the uppermost layer of the sea often naturally leads to changes in the
concentration of these items or substances. During downwelling events the surface
currents converge and water parcels sink into deeper layers, whereas lighter
additives (debris, microplastic, oil, polluted or nutrient-rich fresh water from
rivers) remain in the uppermost layer and their concentration increases. This
process may be greatly accelerated by rapid clustering of floats. It is likely that the
most systematic, rapid and spontaneous formation of patches occurs when a
localized convergence zone (a transient downwelling) moves together with the
underlying surface current. The test area (the Gulf of Finland in the Baltic Sea)
hosts an extremely complicated, often almost chaotic system of currents which
generally contains a substantial vertical component. The common presence of
upwelling and downwelling suggests that the described mechanism is frequently
active.
The main target of this thesis was to quantify this natural patch formation
mechanism. Its intensity and persistency were investigated by means of the newly
introduced measure of finite-time compressibility (FTC). This measure is designed
to take into account the time correlations of realistic flows on the sea surface and to
link these with the phenomenon of clustering of floating parcels into patches in
certain surface regions. A method of calculation of FTC was implemented based on
geometrical properties of surface elements formed by passively carried triplets of
surface floats.
The properties of FTC were first validated from a theoretical viewpoint and
compared to those of other existing measures of compressibility. It was shown that
FTC was a direct extension of the classical flow compressibility of velocity fields.
The two measures are equivalent when the length of accounted-for time
correlations tends to zero. For ideal Kraichnan flows these measures have a simple
quadratic relationship. The threshold 0.5 for the classical flow compressibility to
support the clustering of surface floats corresponds to a similar threshold 1 2 of
FTC. The flows characterized by the values of FTC exceeding this threshold are
likely to host spontaneous patch formation.
Spatio-temporal distributions of FTC were calculated for the Gulf of Finland
based on surface velocity fields for 1987–1991 from two different ocean models
and using two methods of the evaluation of Lagrangian trajectories of selected
water parcels. Simulations using surface velocities with a horizontal resolution of
2 nautical miles from the Rossby Centre Ocean model and the TRACMASS code
to build the trajectories revealed that the overall average level of FTC in the whole
gulf was usually well below the threshold for clustering to occur. In particular, the
average value of FTC is around 0.4 during the windy season, when its values are
generally the highest.
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A simulation environment QTRAC (Quick Tracking for Compressibility) was
developed to calculate and analyse spatial distributions of FTC based on a higherresolution (1 nautical mile) velocity data set produced by the OAAS model (Oleg
Andrejev and Aleksander Sokolov, 1989). This environment performs an Eulertype tracking of parcels on the surface and handles a set of singular cases that may
happen during the transport and distortion of the triangular surface elements. The
parameters of calculations were optimized for the purpose of this study.
Distributions of instantaneous values of FTC as well as FTC maps for single
weeks and months, calculated using higher-resolution (1 nautical mile) velocity
data, also have a large variability both in space and time. These maps qualitatively
coincide with those obtained using velocity data of moderate resolution (2 nautical
miles). While for some periods the average FTC maps hardly show any
recognizable features, during other intervals they contain clearly defined areas
characterized by high FTC values. The typical maxima of FTC for single monthlong batches around 0.6 are usually found in the nearshore of the southern coast of
the Gulf of Finland and in the north-western and easternmost regions of the gulf.
Offshore areas hosting the largest monthly average values >0.5 are normally
different in different months. Only one area at the mouth of the River Neva in the
easternmost part of the gulf and another region in the middle of the widest part of
the gulf show regularly large values of FTC.
To better quantify the potential of spontaneous patch generation, a method
(similar to the peak-over-threshold method) was introduced to highlight areas
where the critical value of FTC = 1 2 is exceeded for a relatively long time. It
calculates for each wet grid cell of the ocean model the number of occurrences of
above-threshold values of FTC. The overall average relative count of FTC > 1 2
is fairly small (~1%) but in some areas up to 30%. In these areas spontaneous patch
formation is likely owing to high correlation of the convergence of the velocity
field and the underlying Lagrangian transport.
High values of this count regularly occur in nine clearly distinguishable areas of
the Gulf of Finland. These areas are present for over 80% of the total amount of
single seasons. Five of these areas are found near the southern coast of the gulf, but
only two are evident in the northern part of the gulf, to the west of Helsinki. One of
the latter is located in the middle of the widest part of the gulf. One such area near
Saint Petersburg may be related to artefacts of the model because its forcing data
resolution is not fine enough to resolve the dynamics of the narrow easternmost
sector of the gulf. An “index of persistency” was introduced and calculated for
each of the found areas to characterize the number of consecutive days of overthreshold FTC levels (equivalently, high correlation between the convergence field
and the underlying transport). The average length for this index for single years and
areas is between 2 and 3 days. The appearance of the areas which often host overthreshold FTC levels has large seasonal variability. Some of these areas are
detected only during certain seasons. Most of the areas are present during spring,
but they are generally rare during the summer. No evident patterns were identified
at this stage across the overall yearly appearance distribution.
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Main conclusions proposed to defend
1. Finite-time compressibility is introduced as a new measure of properties of
surface velocity fields, designed to account for time correlations of realistic
flows on the sea surface based on deformations of triangular elements floating
on it over a certain time interval
2. The values of finite-time compressibility behave qualitatively similarly to the
respective values of classical flow compressibility. The particular values of
these two quantities are generally different but a quadratic relationship between
them exists for ideal Kraichnan flows. The clustering of passive surface tracers
may occur if finite-time compressibility exceeds a critical value of 1 / 2 .
3. Spatial maps of finite-time compressibility are calculated for the Gulf of
Finland and the basic properties of this measure are established using
Lagrangian trajectories obtained from surface velocity data. These maps
qualitatively coincide for velocity data of moderate (2 nautical miles) and
enhanced (1 nautical mile) resolution.
4. A method of counting the instantaneous values of finite-time compressibility
that exceed the threshold for the clustering of surface floats is introduced. The
relevant instantaneous distributions and frequency maps are produced for
different seasons.
5. High values of finite-time compressibility regularly occur in nine clearly
separated regions of the Gulf of Finland. In these areas spontaneous patch
formation is likely owing to high correlation of the convergence of the velocity
field and the underlying Lagrangian transport. The majority of such areas are
located near the southern coast of the gulf. Two such regions are evident near
the north-western coast of the gulf and one is found in the central part of the
gulf.
6. The average duration of over-threshold (for clustering) levels of finite-time
compressibility for single years is mostly between 2 and 3 days.
7. The areas showing high values of finite-time compressibility and the high count
of its over-threshold values exhibit substantial seasonal variations. Most of the
areas are present during the spring and are less distinct during the summer.
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Recommendations for further work
The material presented suggests that domains on the sea surface which show
enhance potential of patch formation can be systematically highlighted by means of
the newly introduced measure of finite-time compressibility. Based on sound
assumptions and designed around a pragmatic use-case, this measure seems to
produce meaningful results for even modest-resolution velocity data sets.
As a general task for further work on this topic, it would be natural to further
increase the resolution of the velocity data on which the calculations are
performed. Doing so would allow verifying the reliability of the results obtained in
this thesis and to better link the areas of likely patch generation with other features
of the dynamics of water masses. Also, enhanced resolution of velocity data would
eventually be able to more exactly locate the areas of potential patch formation
and/or seasons (or specific wind conditions) in which the patch formation is most
active. Application of higher resolution data sets may clear several uncertainties
related to the nature of some of the patch formation areas established. For example,
the current horizontal resolution of 1 nautical mile is evidently too coarse to
resolve the complicated local surface dynamics in the easternmost areas of the gulf.
Another natural but more fundamental improvement to the estimation of areas
of potential patch formation would be the introduction of more detailed measures
to describe the nature of the identified areas. For instance, the current calculation
pipeline only relies on the changes in single surface elements but does not
explicitly account for the total distance that each triplet of selected parcels travels.
Typical surface velocities (and also the associated velocities of Lagrangian
transport) in the Gulf of Finland are relatively low and this issue apparently is not
critical here, however, it could add substantially to the measure of compressibility
in the open ocean. To understand the impact of the frequent presence of areas
where patch formation is likely, it is desirable to verify to which extent the realistic
density distributions of various potentially harmful quantities in the surface layer
match the predicted patch formation areas, and under which conditions.
A further research subject is to develop a method to validate the results
produced using simulated data against an experimentally measured dataset. This
issue is particularly challenging due to the highly sophisticated nature of
calculations (that involve several major sources of uncertainties) and the scale of
phenomena dealt with in this thesis. These aspects would render any small scale
localized experimental approach (like the employment of GPS-enabled surface
drifters) rather useless for the production of sufficient data to empirically support
the claims in this thesis. It seems possible, though, to perform a verification of the
results by means of high-resolution airborne or satellite tracking of passive
(bio)degradable floating elements, for example, blocks of ice released uniformly
across the sea domain from an aircraft.
A broader, longer-term core challenge is the conversion of the outcome of this
thesis into supporting material for decision-making in the management and
protection of coastal and marine areas.
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Abstract
The thesis makes an attempt at developing a technology that can be employed for
identifying and quantifying areas of spontaneous patch formation in the marine
surface layer. The main mechanism of the patch formation addressed in the thesis
is the impact of three-dimensional downwelling motions in the water column on a
two-dimensional field of substances that are concentrated in the surface layer or
locked on the surface. The ability of patch formation can be quantified in terms of
compressibility of the surface velocity field. The test area is the Gulf of Finland in
the Baltic Sea.
A modified measure of surface flow compressibility, called finite-time
compressibility, is introduced. This measure is evaluated by means of geometric
properties of triangular elements of sea surface formed by triplets of floats that are
passively carried by surface currents. It is designed to account for time correlations
of the realistic flows on the sea surface and to directly relate these correlations with
the ability of a region to form clusters of passive surface tracers. It is shown that a
quadratic relationship between the classical flow compressibility and finite-time
compressibility exists for ideal Kraichnan flows. Spontaneous clustering of passive
surface tracers may occur if finite-time compressibility exceeds a critical value of
1/ 2 .
Spatial maps of finite-time compressibility are calculated for the Gulf of
Finland using Lagrangian trajectories of passive floating items or selected water
parcels at the sea surface. The basic properties of this measure are established using
velocity data of moderate resolution (2 nautical miles, Rossby Centre Ocean
model) and enhanced resolution (1 nautical mile, OAAS model) across a time span
of 5 years (1987–1991). The average instantaneous value of finite-time
compressibility across the gulf is well below the threshold for clustering. The
typical maxima of finite-time compressibility for single month-long batches are
around 0.6 and are usually found in the nearshore of the southern coast of the Gulf
of Finland and in the north-western and easternmost regions of the gulf. Only one
offshore area in the widest part of the gulf shows large values of finite-time
compressibility.
The regions where instantaneous values of finite-time compressibility often
exceed the threshold for the clustering of surface floats correspond to the areas in
which spontaneous patch formation is likely. Nine such regions of different size
have been identified in the study area. Six of these are located near the southern
coast of the gulf, two near the north-western coast and one region is found in the
central part. The persistency of these regions is analysed by means of their
appearance in different seasons and the average duration of over-threshold levels of
finite-time compressibility. The areas showing a high count of over-threshold
values of finite-time compressibility exhibit substantial seasonal variation. Most of
these are present during spring, but they are relatively rare during summer. The
average maximum duration of over-threshold levels of finite-time compressibility
for single years is mostly between 2 and 3 days.
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Resümee
Töö keskseks eesmärgiks on arendada välja tehnoloogia, mis võimaldaks
määratleda ja iseloomustada merealasid, millel võivad iseeneslikult moodustuda
pinnakihis paiknevate ainete kõrged kontsentratsioonid (laigud). Fookuses on
situatsioonid, kus ujuvad objektid või pinnakihis paiknevad lisandid
kontsentreeruvad kolmemõõtmelise merehoovuste süsteemi konvergentsialadel
esineva pealisveelange (downwelling) käigus. Laigu moodustumine on kõige
intensiivsem siis, kui tekkiva laigu edasikandumine on sünkroniseeritud
konvergentsiala liikumisega. Laikude tekkimise võimalus kvantifitseeritakse
pinnahoovuste kahemõõtmelise süsteemi kiirusvälja kokkusurutavuse analüüsi
alusel. Testalaks on valitud Soome laht.
Defineeritakse uus hoovuste kiirusvälja kokkusurutavust iseloomustav
parameeter – lõpliku korrelatsiooniajaga kokkusurutavus (LKKS, finite-time
compressibility), mis integreerib kiirusvälja ruumilised muutused teatava
ajavahemiku vältel. Selle väärtuste arvutamiseks loodud metoodika tugineb
hoovuste poolt edasi kantavate passiivsete ujuvate objektide kolmikutest
moodustatud kolmnurksete merepinna elementide deformatsiooni jälgimisele.
LKKS peegeldab pinnahoovuste kiirusvälja korrelatsioone teatava aja vältel ning
seob saadud suuruse võimalusega, et mingites piirkondades või mingitel
ajavahemikel koonduvad hoovustega passiivselt edasi kanduvad ujuvad objektid
tihedatesse parvedesse, teisisõnu, moodustuvad laigud. On demonstreeritud, et
ideaalsete Kraichnani voolamiste puhul on klassikaline kiirusväljade
kokkusurutavus ja LKKS seotud teatava ruutvõrrandiga. Selliste voolamiste puhul
arenevad iseeneslikult parved, kui LKKS ületab kriitilise läve 1 / 2 .
Soome lahe jaoks on arvutatud LKKS ajalis-ruumilise muutlikkuse kaardid, mis
tuginevad hoovustega passiivselt edasi kanduvate ujuvate objektide Lagrange’i
trajektooride kolmikute analüüsi erinevate ajavahemike vältel. Arvutuste aluseks
on 2-miilise sammuga pinnahoovuste kiirusväljad RCO mudelist ja 1-miilise
sammuga kiirusväljad OAAS mudelist viie aasta jaoks (1987–1991). LKKS
keskmised väärtused on kogu Soome lahel märksa väiksemad kui kriitiline lävi.
Ühe kuu pikkuste ajavahemike jaoks leitud LKKS maksimaalsed väärtused on
enamasti väiksemad kui 0,6. Suurimad väärtused paiknevad Soome lahe
lõunaranniku lähistel, aga ka üksikutes lahe looderanniku lõikudes ja lahe idaosas.
Suhteliselt suured LKKS väärtused esinevad ka lahe kõige laiema osa keskel.
Laikude tekkimine on kõige tõenäolisem kohtades, kus LKKS üksikväärtused
regulaarselt või pikema aja vältel ületavad parvedesse koondumise läve. On
identifitseeritud üheksa sellist kohta. Neist kuus paiknevad Soome lahe
lõunaranniku lähistel, kaks lahe looderanniku lähistel ja üks lahe kõige laiemas
osas avamerel. On analüüsitud laikude tekkimiseks soodsate tingimuste
regulaarsust ja sesoonset muutlikkust. Enamus laikude tekkimiseks soodsaid alasid
ilmneb kevadeti, kuid mitmeid neist ei avaldu suvel. Laikude tekkimiseks soodsad
tingimused (LKKS üle kriitilise läve) püsivad üksikutel aastatel sageli 2–3 päeva
vältel.
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